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The Normal Operations Safety Survey (NOSS) is an observational methodology 

to collect safety data during normal Air Traffic Control (ATC) operations.  It aims to 

inform organizations about safety matters by using trained ATC staff to take a structured 

look at everyday operations.  By monitoring normal operations through the use of direct 

over-the-shoulder observations, it is believed that safety deficiencies can be identified in 

a proactive manner prior to the occurrence of accidents or incidents. 

NOSS was developed as a collaborative effort between the International Civil 

Aviation Organization, ATC providers, controller representatives, government regulators, 

and academics to fill a gap in available ATC safety information.  System designers 

consider three basic assumptions: the technology needed to achieve the system 

production goals, the training necessary for people to operate the technology, and the 

regulations that dictate system behavior.  These assumptions represent the expected 

performance.  When systems are deployed, however, particularly in realms as complex as 
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ATC, they do not perform quite as designed.  NOSS aims to capture the operational drift 

that invariably occurs upon system deployment.  NOSS captures how the ATC system 

operates in reality, as opposed to how it was intended to operate. 

NOSS is premised on the Threat and Error Management (TEM) framework.  

TEM frames human performance in complex and dynamic settings from an operational 

perspective by simultaneously focusing on the environment and how operators respond to 

that environment.  TEM posits that threats and errors are a part of everyday operations in 

ATC and must be managed in order to maintain safety margins. 

This dissertation describes NOSS and its contributions to ATC safety 

management systems.  It addresses the validity and reliability of NOSS data and presents 

case studies from field trials conducted by a number of ATC providers. 
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Chapter One:  Introduction 

The early days of Air Traffic Management (ATM) were not characterized by the 

traffic congestion that one finds in today’s skies.  In fact, the first act of ATM was not 

separating and sequencing aircraft, but rather guiding them from airfield to airfield 

through darkness using periodically placed bonfires (Nolan, 2004).  Archie League, hired 

by the St. Louis airport in 1929, became the nation’s first air traffic controller to keep 

planes clear of one another.  League controlled traffic from a workstation that consisted 

of a wheelbarrow with beach flags mounted to it.  To communicate with traffic, League 

would raise colored flags indicating whether aircraft should continue their approach, or 

hold until the airfield was clear of aircraft. 

The days of using bonfires and flags to guide airplanes through sparsely dotted 

skies are gone.  The charter of the modern ATM System is to ensure the safe, expeditious 

and orderly flow of traffic.  To accomplish this task, controllers must ensure that 

minimum separation standards are maintained between aircraft and other obstacles such 

as terrain or ground vehicles.  These separation standards must be met while maintaining 

the integrity of flight schedules—a monumental task, considering the scope of the 

modern Air Traffic System.  Over 50,000 flights operate in American airspace each day.  

These flights are handled by approximately 750 air traffic facilities nationwide, which are 

staffed by 14,000 air traffic controllers working for the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA).   

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT (ATM) SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The global ATM system is composed of many components that affect one 

another.  Countries typically control airspace over their territories, meaning that there are 

many ATM providers in the world.  Each country’s airspace is divided into a regions, 

which are further parceled into numerous sectors. 
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As an aircraft progresses through its flight, it is handled by a number of air traffic 

control facilities.  Air Traffic Control Towers (ATCT) handle aircraft that are on the 

ground.  After taking off, towers transfer control to Terminal Radar Control (TRACON) 

facilities who handle aircraft in the proximity of major airports.  TRACONs pass aircraft 

to Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC), which handle high altitude aircraft 

during the enroute phase of flight.  ARTCCs transfer aircraft to adjacent ARTCCs, to 

TRACONs serving major airports below the high level airspace, or sometimes provide 

approach services to minor airports within their airspace.  A graphical representation of 

the ATM system is depicted in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1:  The ATM System 

 

Air Traffic Control Towers 

Due to the conspicuousness of Air Traffic Control Towers, the public generally 

thinks of tower controllers when they think of ATC.  Tower controllers work in a glass 
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enclosure atop an elevated tower at airports and handle aircraft in close proximity.  

Controllers within the tower issue clearances for aircraft to pushback from the gate and 

confirm flight plans that have been filed by airline dispatchers or flight service stations.  

Ground Controllers (Surface Movement Controllers) control traffic taxiing from the 

apron to the runways and vice versa to ensure it does not conflict with other taxiing 

aircraft or ground vehicles operating at the airport.  Ground Controllers interact 

extensively with the Tower Controller (Aerodrome Controller), who is responsible for 

ensuring separation between departing and landing aircraft.  The Tower Controller 

manages the airspace in the immediate vicinity of the airport and accepts control of 

aircraft that are approaching the airport while transferring control of aircraft in transit 

from the airport to terminal controllers. 

The tasks performed in the tower can be carried out by a varying number of 

controllers depending on the traffic levels and size of the facility.  At small airports, or 

during midnight operations, these tasks may be carried out by a single controller, while 

larger facilities can have five or more positions staffed during peak periods. 

Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) Facilities 

TRACON facilities, often called approach control, are staffed by terminal 

controllers who work in front of a radar screen, and may be located at airports or facilities 

further removed from airports.  Approach controllers oversee the airspace surrounding 

major airports and handle aircraft that are departing, landing, or maneuvering in that 

airspace.  Approach controllers tend to have jurisdiction of airspace up to 10,000-15,000 

feet and extending out to 30-50 miles from the airport.  A key component of approach 

controllers’ duties is to sequence aircraft in an orderly manner that allows them to be 

handed off to the tower for a smooth arrival flow or to en route controllers for a smooth 

departure flow.  Terminal controllers frequently issue altitude, vectoring, and speed 

control instructions to aircraft in order to create the sequence.  To accomplish these tasks, 

terminal controllers often interact with tower and en route controllers.   
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Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) 

Often, en route controllers work in front of screens at ARTCC facilities that are 

geographically distant from the airport.  Airspace controlled by ARTCC facilities, also 

called Area Control Centers (ACC), is divided into a number of irregular shaped sectors.  

These sectors have both vertical and horizontal boundaries.  As aircraft approach sector 

boundaries, they are transferred from one sector to another.  Sometimes transfers to the 

next sector will result in an aircraft being transferred to another ARTCC, or even the 

ATM provider of another country. 

The majority of planes handled by en route controllers are aircraft operating at 

higher altitudes while transiting between airports.  En route controllers may also provide 

some of the same services as terminal controllers for airports that experience fewer traffic 

movements within their sector. 

Aircraft are transferred across sector, ATM facilities, and even national 

boundaries multiple times during the course of a flight.  A controller working any given 

sector may interact with numerous other controllers.  One piece of airspace observed in 

trials of the methodology presented in this document requires coordination and 

interaction with 19 other sectors or agencies.  Each of those sectors or agencies controls 

numerous aircraft at any given time.  Interactions with any of those agencies, sectors, or 

aircraft have an impact on the sector in question.   

In the course of managing traffic and coordinating activities, controllers use the 

equipment at their workstation, which is comprised of several integrated sub-systems 

(communication, information display, etc).  Due to the large number of sub-systems 

within the larger Air Traffic System, and the large number of components with each sub-

system, there are many interactions, some of which may be difficult to comprehend or 

predict.  This complexity is compounded by the fact that there is no “pause” button in the 

ATM system.  Even in the most dramatic instances in which the ATM system is 

completely shut down, as it was after the September 11th terrorist attacks in the United 
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States, airborne aircraft must land somewhere.  In less dramatic situations, major 

overhauls to the system, such as introducing new software or equipment, must be 

accomplished with minimum disruptions in service, while aircraft are still utilizing the 

airspace. 

For all the dynamic complexities of the ATM system, it is remarkably safe – few 

accidents occur considering the number of traffic movements worldwide (Danaher, 1980; 

Weick, 1987; Roberts, 1990; Jones, 1997; Bove, 2002).  Despite the high levels of safety 

historically achieved by the ATM system, there have been several high profile accidents 

that have highlighted the consequences of failures in the ATM system and breakdowns of 

separation standards are growing in frequency (Schroeder, Bailey, Pounds, & Manning, 

2006).  

ATM RELATED ACCIDENTS 

A Scandinavian Airlines System McDonnell Douglas 87 (SAS MD-87) was 

attempting to takeoff from Runway 36 Right at Milan’s Linate Airport when it collided 

with a Cessna that had erroneously taxied onto the Runway.  The crew of the Cessna, 

hampered by poor visibility, documentation, and signage, used the wrong taxiway.  The 

ground controller did not query an incorrect readback from the Cessna and did not 

attempt to reconcile the discrepancy in the pilot’s position report and where the controller 

expected the aircraft to be.  Instead, the controller assumed the aircraft was where it was 

supposed to be and issued a taxi clearance to the Cessna, which then entered the Runway 

being used by the departing SAS MD-87, resulting in a collision and 118 fatalities 

(Agenzia Nazionale Per La Sicurezza Del Volo, 2004). 

On 1 July 2002, A Russian Tupolev carrying children on a holiday trip to 

Barcelona was cleared to the same altitude as a Boeing 757 operated by cargo outfit DHL 

(Bundesstelle für Flugunfalluntersuchung, 2004).  The controller was having difficulty 

contacting a tower they were trying to effect coordination with in regards to an aircraft 

that was due to land there.  Distracted by the communication difficulties, the controller 
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did not initially notice the conflict between the two aircraft, but when the situation was 

detected, the controller managed it by descending the Tupelov to FL350.  As soon as the 

Russian crew initiated descent, however, both aircraft received automated Traffic 

Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) reaction advisories in their respective cockpits.  The 

DHL was instructed by TCAS to descend while the Tupelov was instructed, contrary to 

the controller’s instruction, to climb.  The controller, unaware of the TCAS reaction 

advisories issued to the flightcrews in the cockpit, again instructed the Tupelov to 

descend.  The Russian crew complied with the controller’s instruction and descended into 

the path of the DHL 757.  The two aircraft collided near 35,000 feet killing all on board 

both aircraft. 

On September 29, 2006, two new jets with sophisticated TCAS equipment 

clipped each other over the sparsely populated Amazon Jungle region of Brazil.  An 

Embraer business jet that had just been manufactured in Brazil was on its delivery flight 

to New York when it collided with a Boeing 737 operated by Brazilian carrier Gol 

Transportes Aéreos.  While the Embraer made a safe emergency landing, the 737 crashed 

in the rain forest killing 154 people.  While the official investigation is ongoing, the 

current line of inquiry appears to indicate that controllers had difficulty tracking the 

business jet and that both aircraft were cleared to 37,000 feet.   

These accidents were highly visible as they involved collisions of multiple 

aircraft.  Aviation accidents, being as rare as they are, become all the more visible when 

they involve several aircraft because the number of potential deaths increases.  

Furthermore, accidents that challenge the Big Sky Theory are particularly likely to 

receive public attention.  The Big Sky Theory states a belief that it is exceedingly 

unlikely for two aircraft to collide in the sky because the aircraft are tiny in relation to 

such a vast, three-dimensional space (Knecht, 2001).  The majority of the accidents in 

which ATM plays a role, however, do not involve collisions and, consequently, do not 
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receive as much attention.  Nevertheless, there are ample recent examples in which the 

ATM system contributed to accidents, albeit less dramatically than collisions. 

In August of 2005, a Mitsubishi MU-2 was attempting a night approach to 

Centennial Airport near Denver, Colorado.  The flight had been transferred by the 

terminal controller to the tower controller.  The aircraft was steadily descending below 

the glidepath on the approach activating the Minimum Safe Altitude Warning (MSAW) 

alert at the terminal controller’s workstation.  The terminal controller did not take action, 

as a previous FAA order had relieved terminal controllers of the responsibility to transmit 

MSAW alerts after aircraft had been transferred to the tower.  The tower controller, due 

to the settings of the MSAW alert program at Centennial Airport, did not receive the alert 

until the aircraft was within five miles of the field – nearly one minute after the terminal 

controller had received the alert.  By the time the tower controller issued an altitude alert, 

it was too late.  The aircraft impacted the terrain four miles from the runway threshold 

(NTSB, 2006). 

In the pre-dawn hours of August 27, 2006, a Bombardier CRJ-100 operated by 

Comair was cleared for takeoff on runway 22 in Lexington, Kentucky.  The flightcrew, 

however, mistakenly taxied onto runway 26, which is half the length of runway 22 and 

only used for smaller aircraft.  Neither the crew, nor the air traffic controller, detected 

that the aircraft was lined up on the wrong runway.  Runway 26 was too short for the 

CRJ-100 to generate sufficient lift for takeoff, which, as a result, ran off the end of the 

runway killing all on board with the exception of one crew member (NTSB, 2006).   

While the MU-2 and CRJ-100 accidents did not occur as the direct result of an air 

traffic controller action, they could have been prevented had the controllers detected the 

pilots’ errors and broken the chain of events that led to the accidents.  The efficacy of the 

ATM system to capture pilot errors and avert disaster was highlighted at the Lexington 

Airport several months after the CRJ-100 accident, when a private aircraft lined up for 

takeoff on runway 26 after receiving a takeoff clearance for runway 22.  In this instance, 
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however, an air traffic controller detected the pilot’s error and cancelled the takeoff 

clearance.   

The pervasiveness of the impact the ATM system has on flight crews may best be 

highlighted through the examination of data collected during normal flight operations.  

James Klinect and his colleagues at the University of Texas have collected data on 

approximately 6,000 regularly scheduled commercial flights.  Using these data, the 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the International Air Transport 

Association (IATA) have conducted an ‘Integrated Threat Analysis’ to identify the 

factors prevalent in runway excursions.  ICAO and IATA probed normal operations data 

for long, floated, or off center-line landings, which are seen as precursors to runway 

overruns.  They determined that ATM factors were present in approximately one-quarter 

of the long, floated, or off center-line landings (Maurino, 2005; Ruitenberg, 2005).  

More globally, the data collected by Klinect indicate that ATM issues are among 

the most frequently occurring threats flightcrews must deal with.  Furthermore, these 

ATM threats are more likely to induce flight crew errors than other sources of threat 

(Merritt, 2006; 2007). Many of these threats challenge clearances for the flight crews that 

are given by the controller in order to manage their own complex traffic situation, such as 

holding an aircraft high or fast.   

AIR TRAFFIC GROWTH: INCREASING CAPACITY, DECREASING SLACK 

The challenges confronted by the ATM system, and the impact of ATM issues on 

the larger Air Traffic System, are likely to grow.  Estimates from the major aircraft 

manufacturers project a 5% growth in traffic per annum through 2025 (Airbus, 2007; 

Boeing, 2007; Embraer, 2007).  This translates into approximately 17,000 additional 

commercial aircraft in the skies1.  The projected growth will lead to traffic compression 

that will increase the complexity of the ATM task and may lead to a greater chance of 

                                                 
1 These figures do not include the potential proliferation of Very Light Jets and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, 
which could lead to further increases in the demand for use in the Air Traffic System.   
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accidents and service disruptions – there will be little or no spare capacity to buffer 

against or recover from failures. 

The impact of traffic compression was highlighted in a recent FAA study of the 

35 busiest American airports (FAA, 2004).  In 2003, five major U.S. airports were 

already operating over capacity: Atlanta Hartsfield, Chicago O’Hare, New York 

LaGuardia, Newark Liberty, and Philadelphia International.  An additional ten airports 

are projected to be over-capacity by 2013, and eight more by 2020.  Alarmingly, the 

figures factor in what the authors conceded were “liberal” projections for capacity 

improvements at each of the airports based on procedural changes and infrastructure 

works, such as building additional runways. 

Traffic growth is a challenge that will confront other regions of the world as well.  

By 2010, twenty European airports will have capacity shortages, and that number is 

projected to increase to 60 airports by 2025 (EUROCONTROL, 2004).  As with the FAA 

projections, the EUROCONTROL projections are based on maximum achievable 

capacity improvements.  Similar challenges are likely to be faced in other regions of the 

world, as ICAO projects traffic growth to be greatest in the Middle East and Asia Pacific 

regions (ICAO, 2005). 

The growth in traffic levels and the associated traffic compression will certainly 

pose a challenge to the ATM system.  At a minimum, controllers’ workloads will 

increase as they handle more flights.  Of even greater significance will be the 

technological and procedural changes that occur in order to facilitate increased traffic 

levels.  Due to the increased controller workload and decreased amount of slack due to 

traffic compression, the ATM system may be at risk of yielding more accidents and 

disruptions of service.   

To address the challenges of maintaining and improving safety in the global ATM 

system, the ICAO, which is the division of the United Nations that deals with global civil 

aviation standards, established a formal Study Group to develop the Normal Operations 
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Safety Survey (NOSS)2.  NOSS aims to inform ATM providers about safety in their 

operations by using trained controllers from within the organization to take a structured 

look at daily operations.  By monitoring normal operations through the use of direct 

observations, safety deficiencies can be identified in a proactive manner prior to the 

occurrence of incidents/accidents. 

The culmination of the ICAO NOSS Study Group’s efforts was a manual that will 

be distributed to all ICAO member states, which effectively includes all countries that are 

members of the United Nations.  The ICAO NOSS Manual (in press) contains guidance 

material on how ATM providers can plan for and conduct a NOSS.  This dissertation 

could be seen as a complimentary document to the ICAO NOSS Manual as it explains 

some of rationale behind the ICAO NOSS Study Group’s development of the 

methodology and addresses crucial questions about the reliability and validity of NOSS 

data. 

DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES 

This dissertation aims to accomplish the following objectives. 

1. Describe NOSS and its contributions to ATM safety.  This dissertation will 

provide a description of the NOSS and how it can contribute to ATM safety.   

2. Demonstrate the reliability of NOSS data.  Low levels of reliability could indicate 

that data are based as much on individual biases as objective observations.  

Therefore, it is important to demonstrate the credibility of the data.  A number of 

systematic observation principles that were incorporated into the design of the 

NOSS methodology and ten operating characteristics will be discussed.  

                                                 
2 The NOSS Study Group is comprised of representatives from (in alphabetical order): Airservices 
Australia, Airways Corporation New Zealand, Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS), EUROCONTROL, 
International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers Association, NAV CANADA, United Kingdom Civil 
Aviation Authority, United States Federal Aviation Administration, and The University of Texas Human 
Factors Research Project (UT).  UT provided methodological advice and facilitated the field trials noted in 
this document. 
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Additionally, a series of traditional reliability analyses will be conducted to assess 

intra-rater and inter-rater reliability. 

3. Demonstrate the validity of NOSS data.  NOSS was designed to enhance trust in 

the process. A number of strategies utilized to minimize the impact of observer 

reactivity and increase the likelihood of obtaining data reflective of normal 

operations will be discussed.  The effects of these strategies will be highlighted by 

presenting findings from NOSS field trials. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

Ongoing research efforts in the field of human factors address the challenges 

confronted by the global ATM system.  This chapter discusses a number of perspectives 

developed by human factors practitioners and organizational scientists that were 

considered during the development of NOSS.  The chapter starts with a brief overview of 

human factors and then discusses teamwork, automation, and human error before shifting 

to a more macro-level perspective on safety, focusing on industry and organizational 

level factors. 

Complex systems with technologically sophisticated tools require safe, efficient 

work environments to function optimally.  Human Factors is the field tasked with 

maximizing the fit between people and the environment in which they discharge their 

duties.  To meet this challenging task, human factors draws from a diverse group of 

disciplines, including psychology, engineering, medicine, computer science, 

mathematics, and anthropology to gain insight into how to create more efficient and safe 

work environments. 

The exact origins of human factors in aviation are difficult to pinpoint.  While 

aviation pioneers were concerned with the demands flight placed on humans, it was not 

until the First World War that a more systemic approach was adopted to match human 

operators and the environment (Fitts, 1947; Wilson, 2000).  Military aviation, which was 

in its nascent stages in the early days of World War One, eventually became a crucial 

element of the War.  This rapid increase in aviation activity caused the focus of early 

human factors activities in aviation to shift onto pilot selection and training—after all, 

many additional pilots were needed for the war efforts (Koonce, 1984).   

While efforts throughout the Second World War continued to focus on effective 

selection and training of aircrew, a small but growing stream of work addressed a broader 

scope of topics, including fatigue, vigilance, signal detection, and physiological factors 
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(Koonce, 1984).  Studies of instrument displays, flight controls, and communication 

equipment also became more common during this timeframe (Roscoe, 1997).  In the 

1950’s and 60’s, efforts were made to better tailor the flight environment to humans, and 

to optimally select and prepare individuals to operate in the flight environment.   

During the 1970’s and 1980’s, a growing body of evidence indicated that human 

error was a major factor contributing to aviation accidents (Helmreich & Foushee, 1993).  

With human error playing such a large role in accidents, the aviation industry responded 

by increasing the use of automation and implementing strategies aimed at enhancing the 

communication and coordination techniques of aviators.   

Human factors issues have not received as much support in ATM as they have in 

flight operations (Benel, 1993; Hopkin, 1995; Jones, 1997).  The trajectory of work, 

however, has not been dissimilar in many regards from flight operations.  Early efforts 

were heavily tilted in the direction of training and selection, with a growing emphasis on 

teamwork and automation to enhance safety and bolster efficiency.   

Crew Resource Management For Pilots 

A number of aviation accidents have involved the downing of perfectly 

serviceable aircraft due to the nebulous concept of human error. 

The deadliest accident in aviation history occurred in 1977, when two 747’s 

collided on a runway on the Spanish island of Tenerife.  On the day of the accident, a 

number of large aircraft had been diverted to the small Los Rodeos Airport, and visibility 

was limited.  Los Rodeos was not used to handling the size and number of aircraft that 

were on the airfield.  As a result, the active runway had to be used to taxi the large 747’s 

into position for takeoff.  A KLM 747 was cleared to taxi down the length of the runway 

and perform a 180 degree turn in order to be in position for takeoff.  Simultaneously, a 

Pan Am 747 was instructed to taxi down the same runway and exit, using a parallel 

taxiway to reach the takeoff end of the runway. Instead of holding in position and 

awaiting a clearance to takeoff, the captain of the KLM 747, despite inquires from other 
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crew members, initiated takeoff while the Pan Am aircraft was still taxiing on the active 

runway.  A number of factors contributed to the accident, but a critical one was a 

misunderstanding between the captain and the controller (Weick, 1993; Wickens, 1997). 

The Tenerife Disaster exemplifies human factors related accidents in which 

perfectly serviceable aircraft are crashed.  Such accidents are not technical in nature, but 

rather occur due to inadequate communication and coordination between team members 

and account for the majority of aviation accidents (Helmreich & Foushee, 1993).  After a 

series of such accidents, the flight operations community developed an intervention 

strategy that became know as Crew Resource Management (CRM) in conjunction with 

researchers from NASA and the University of Texas. According to Lauber (1993), CRM 

seeks to use “all available resources – information, equipment, and people – to achieve 

safe and efficient flight operations.” 

CRM training has been deemed an effective intervention for enhancing teamwork 

and coordination between flight deck members (Helmreich & Wilhelm, 1991; Salas, 

Prince, Bowers, Stout, Oser, & Cannon-Bowers, 1999; Salas, Burke, Bowers, & Wilson, 

2001).  Despite the success of CRM training in the flight operations, the concept was 

slow to develop in the ATM community (Helmreich, 1993; Hopkin, 1995; Barbarino & 

Isaac, 1995) though communication between pilots and controllers has been cited as a 

contributing factor in accidents and exemplary performances. 

In 1972, a light indicating that the nose gear was down and locked failed to 

illuminate on an Eastern Airlines L-1011 (NTSB, 1973; Wickens, 1997).  The crew 

became pre-occupied with investigating the light and the autopilot was inadvertently and 

unknowingly disengaged. As a result, the aircraft began a slow descent that the crew did 

not observe.  The Air Traffic Controller handling the flight, however, did notice that the 

aircraft was descending, but merely queried the flight crew by asking, “how are things 

going out there?”  It is believed that the crew interpreted the controller’s question as 

pertaining to the light issue rather than the loss of altitude.  The crew did not become 
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aware of the descent until it was too late and the plane crashed into the everglades near 

Miami.   

In 1990, an Avianca 707 crashed due to fuel exhaustion after a missed approach 

and repeated holdings that occurred during inclement weather.  Although the crew’s 

decision-making, coordination and communication were poor, Helmreich (1994) wrote 

that cultural factors could have influenced the interactions between the flight crew and 

controllers.  The flight crew maintained a submissive tone when communicating with 

controllers – they did not declare a fuel emergency as prescribed by procedures; rather 

they made several tentative statements to controllers about their fuel status.  Such 

communication strategies are sometimes referred to as “hinting and hoping.”  In other 

words, concerns are not directly stated to those individuals with more power.  Instead, 

tentative and sometimes vague comments are made with the hope that the authority figure 

will act on these statements. 

An example of positive contributions to safety by a controller can be found in an 

accident that occurred at Sioux City, Iowa in 1989.  A United DC-10 lost all flight 

controls as a result of an engine failure that severed hydraulic lines.  The only control the 

pilots could exert on the aircraft was to manipulate the throttles powering the engines.  

Using this unprecedented means of control, the crew was able to maneuver the aircraft 

into position for landing at Sioux City.  The exchange of information between the flight 

crew and controller was considered exemplary (Predmore, 1991; Wickens, 1997). 

Crew Resource Management for Controllers 

Although CRM training has not been as widespread in ATM as in flight 

operations, it has been adopted for controllers with its widest deployment in Europe, 

where it is more commonly known as Team Resource Management.  TRM seeks to 

augment the vast amount of technical training controllers receive with skills that will 

enhance their ability to work in teams – an important endeavor considering the frequency 

of interaction controllers have with other controllers as well as pilots.  The primary 
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objectives of TRM training are to develop attitudes and behaviors that will lead to 

enhanced teamwork, and thus improved performance of the ATM system (Woldring, Van 

Damme, Patterson, & Henriques, 2005). This is accomplished by addressing issues 

concerning team roles, communication, situation awareness, decision making, and stress 

awareness and management.   

Ruitenberg (1995) expounded on the potential safety benefits of improving 

teamwork between controllers and pilots by noting that in traditional controller 

qualification, controllers are not given adequate training on how to act as a resource for 

flight crews experiencing an emergency.  Traditional training dictates that flight crews 

will inform controllers of their needs and expectations and controllers will make efforts 

to accommodate them.  The pilot’s mantra during emergencies, however, is to aviate, 

navigate, and communicate – in that order.  Additionally, the Quick Reference Handbook 

(QRH) that pilots consult during abnormalities frequently has an item towards the top of 

the checklist that instructs them to inform controllers of the problem.  The QRH, on the 

other hand, does not typically have an item that reminds crews to update controllers about 

the situation after they have had an opportunity to assess it.  Consequently, flight crews 

and controllers may not be working with similar information during emergencies.  

Ruitenberg (1995) posited that controllers should receive training that would allow them 

to better assist crews during abnormalities and minimize the obvious potential for 

misunderstandings in such conditions.   

In addition to bolstering interactions with flight crews during emergencies, CRM-

like training for controllers can enhance the frequent interactions controllers have with 

one another while performing their job tasks.  Ruitenberg (1995) writes that controller 

‘resource management’ training can be used to help solve problems that arise in the ATM 

environment that do not directly relate to flight abnormalities. 
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A better understanding of controller interactions – both with other controllers and 

pilots – can lead to better training and procedures to handle abnormal and normal 

operations. 

Automation in Air Traffic Control 

Automated mechanisms are often cited as tools to enhance safety in aviation.  

Those who design and fly aircraft have utilized automation since the inception of flight.  

Early flying machines were exceptionally unstable and difficult to control.  Automation 

in aviation was born by designing automatic aircraft responses to flying conditions that 

did not necessitate pilot input (Billings, 1989).  These early automation features in 

aircraft design made the machines more stable by automating mechanisms that helped 

control pitch and yaw.  The foundation of aircraft automation was cemented, and has 

continued to build upon the development of flight instrument displays, autopilot, and 

most recently, the “glass cockpit.”   

The introduction of radar to aviation could be viewed as the first step of 

automating ATM (Hopkin, 1995; Billings, 1997).  Prior to the utilization of radar, 

controllers would receive updates from aircraft indicating their position and would 

annotate flight data progress strips which would then be maneuvered on a “strip board” to 

create a representation of the traffic.  After the deployment of radar, primary radar data 

provided controllers with a display of the aircraft’s location on a screen.  The advent of 

aircraft transponders and ground based devices that ‘interrogated’ transponders provided 

additional information to controllers, such as altitude and speed, such that a 

representation of the aircraft on the screen could now be coupled with aircraft 

performance parameters.  The representation that had previously existed only in the 

controller’s mind and the strip board now existed on a screen.   

Historically, ATM has been more of a human-centered enterprise, and has relied 

less on automation (Billings, 1997; Kirwan, Rodgers, & Schäfer, 2005).  Furthermore, 

automation in ATM has historically been introduced in a componential manner.  In other 
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words, changes are independently made to various sub-systems rather than to the larger 

system as a whole.  Given that the development of automation is occurring independently 

within the sub-systems, and considering the interdependencies and environmental 

complexities inherent in the ATM system, it is likely that the introduction or modification 

of a component within a sub-system will have consequences for other aspects of the 

larger system – consequences that may not always be foreseen.   

Despite the traditional human-centered approach employed by ATM system 

designers, projected traffic growth and the evolution of computer based systems are 

fueling an increased interest in automation within ATM that will likely lead to 

revolutionary changes (Wickens, 1997; Kirwan, et al, 2005; JPDO, 2007; SESAR, 2007).  

In the United States, the Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO) has been tasked 

with creating the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) to cope with 

traffic growth.  The NextGen system, and its European counterpart, will provide 

enhanced information for information display, communication, and decision making tools 

that could reduce controller workload and lead to more optimal decisions that would 

facilitate system performance (JPDO, 2007; SESAR, 2007).  While the changes that 

accompany NextGen will be broad in scope, some of the biggest changes involve a 

reallocation of duties previously performed by pilots and air traffic controllers to 

automation.  The changes to the ATM system posed by rapidly evolving technology will 

pose challenges to ensuring and maintaining safety.   

Safety enhancement has not been the singular drive behind the introduction of 

automation in air traffic management.  While automation has brought several safety 

enhancements to ATM (e.g., short term conflict alerts and minimum safe altitude 

warnings), the impetus to increase automation has been to realize gains in capacity – a 

goal which may push the ATM system towards the edge of the aviation safety envelope 

(Maurino, 1993).  Further, additional automation may not fully realize its goal of 

reducing workload: paradoxically, automation on the flightdeck has a tendency to reduce 
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workload during low workload periods, and increase workload during high workload 

periods (Weiner & Curry, 1980; Kirwan, et al, 2005).   

While automation can augment safety if it is properly designed, deployed, and 

utilized, it should be embraced in a cautionary manner to prevent a false sense of security 

in the aviation industry. The oft cited argument that increased automation decreases the 

likelihood of human error is debatable, as well.  Despite the benefits of automated 

warning systems such as the Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA) and the Traffic Collision 

and Avoidance System (TCAS), several mid-air collisions have recently occurred.  

Several authors have argued that the proliferation of automation has worked to change 

the nature of operator errors rather than to reduce them (Hines, 1998; Kirwan et al, 2005).  

Data collected during observations on the flight deck back this assertion by indicating the 

frequency with which automation-related errors occur (Hines, 1998; Klinect, 2005; 

Merritt, 2006). 

In sum, automation can offer safety benefits in ATM, but it is imperative to 

ensure that those benefits are actual and not negated by the introduction of new modes of 

failure or otherwise pushing operations further to the edge of the aviation safety 

envelope.  Once automated tools are taken from developmental and testing phases and 

deployed in operations, efforts should be made to ascertain how they actually are 

functioning and being used.   

Human Error Reduction in Air Traffic Management (HERA) 

With human error so frequently cited as playing a role in aviation accidents, it is 

not surprising that measures have been taken to address the topic.  One of the most 

comprehensive efforts is the Human Error Reduction in Air Traffic Management 

(HERA), which was developed by EUROCONTROL (2002) for analyzing and 

classifying errors in ATM.  Primarily, HERA concerns the cognitive etiology of human 

errors, and is premised on a descriptive information processing model such as the one put 
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forth by Wickens (1992).  The model describes multiple stages of information processing, 

from sensory processing to decision making, and is depicted in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1: Wicken’s Model of Information Processing 

 

At the initial stage, cues from the environment (such as visual or auditory stimuli) 

pass through a Short Term Sensory Store, where a representation of the stimuli is 

unconsciously prolonged for a matter of seconds.  The next stage involves interpreting 

and classifying the stimuli into perceptual categories.  Based on the classification of the 

stimulus, a decision is then made about what to do with the perceived information. 

The decision-making process may be rapid and relatively automatic, or may be 

more involved and necessitate the use of working memory.  Working memory is where 

the most recently activated components of Long Term Memory are handled (Cantor & 

Engle, 1993; Baddeley, 2000).  Long Term Memory can store information for longer 

periods of time (days or years), and the decision-making can be sped up if the perceptual 
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information matches situations that have been encountered in the past (Klein, 

Calderwood, & MacGregor, 1989). 

The stages of perception, decision making, and response selection and execution, 

as well as the working memory that facilitates these stages, require attentional resources.  

There is a limited supply of attentional resources, and expending a large amount on one 

function can lead to the deterioration of other functions.  For example, if a particular task 

is difficult to execute, it will necessitate a large amount of attentional resources and 

reduce the resources available for perception, decision making and working memory, 

thus degrading their performance. 

HERA uses incident investigations to ascertain the cognitive origins of errors that 

occur during ATM incidents.  Starting with the error, HERA attempts to uncover detail at 

three additional levels: 

 Cognitive Domains (CD) – closely correspond to functions identified in Wickens’ 

(1992) model of information processing: perception, working memory, long term 

memory, decision making, and response execution. 

 Internal Error Modes (IEM) – describe the internal error manifestation within the 

cognitive domains (Isaac, Shorrock, & Kirwan, 2002).  For example, a perceptual 

error (CD) may occur because the auditory stimulus is not detected (IEM).  

 Psychological Error Mechanism (PEM) – describes the psychological mechanism 

that led to the errors (Isaac et al, 2002).  For instance, an auditory stimulus may be 

missed due to a failure to maintain vigilance. 

Recent efforts have been made to augment the detailed cognitive processes 

provided by HERA with more contextual information.  Bove (2002) included 

performance shaping factors in a series of HERA analyses of ATM incidents and 

simulated traffic scenarios. 
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Additionally, the FAA and EUROCONTROL undertook a collaborative effort to 

create JANUS (Pounds & Isaac, 2002).  JANUS is a harmonization of HERA with a 

classification scheme developed in the United States – Human Factors Analysis and 

Classification System (HFACS).  HFACS was originally developed as an investigative 

tool for the US Navy to classify aviation accidents and mishaps (Wiegmann & Shappell, 

2003).  HFACS analyzes human error from a variety of perspectives – from the sharp end 

of the operators to organizational factors.  JANUS, the amalgamated technique, has 

reportedly shown more information about mishaps than either HERA or HFACS alone 

(Pounds & Isaac, 2003). 

One drawback of the HERA and JANUS techniques is the detailed amount of 

information required to conduct an analysis.  While this level of detail may be found in 

in-depth accident and incident investigations, it may be difficult to acquire using 

voluntary reporting mechanisms or direct observations without being obtrusive.  In 

addition, the primary means of feedback in HERA is at a cognitive level of analysis, yet 

ATM managers do not manage safety in terms of cognitive mechanisms.  This disconnect 

could hamper sense-making within the organization, thus reducing the likelihood of 

effecting positive changes (Ericson, 2001; Thomas, Sussman, & Henderson, 2001). 

THREAT AND ERROR MANAGEMENT 

The Threat and Error Management (TEM) Framework is a widely deployed safety 

concept that simultaneously focuses on the environment and how operators respond to 

that environment (Klinect, 2005).  TEM is applicable to different domains and sources of 

information.  It has proven highly intuitive to multiple levels of actors in high risk 

industries – from front line personnel to senior management.  TEM was borne of 

thousands of cockpit observations conducted by University of Texas researchers and 

aviation subject matter experts and has since been applied extensively to ATM (Down, 

2005; ICAO, 2005; Henry, 2006). 
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There are three basic components in the TEM framework: threats, errors, and 

undesired states.  The framework posits that threats and errors are part of everyday 

operations in safety critical industries, such as ATM, and must be managed in order to 

maintain safety margins.  If threats and errors are not adequately managed, they have the 

potential to lead to undesired states.   

THREATS - Threats are external events or errors outside the influence of 

controllers, but which require their attention and management if safety margins are to be 

maintained.  Threats are everywhere (traffic, adverse weather, airport/airspace 

infrastructure, flightcrews, equipment, other controllers, etc.) and controllers divert their 

attention from regular duties to manage them.  The more complex, challenging and/or 

distracting the environment, the greater the controller’s workload. 

Some threats may be anticipated in advance of their actual occurrence.  For 

example, controllers may anticipate communication difficulties in areas of poor 

frequency coverage and plan contingencies.  Additionally, controllers may anticipate 

diversions or runway changes based on forecasted weather.  Other threats, such as pop-up 

flights or erroneous flightcrew readbacks may occur unexpectedly.  Regardless of 

whether threats are anticipated or not, the first step in managing threats is to detect them.   

Within the TEM framework, threats are considered actual and their consequences 

potential.  In other words, from the perspective of the controller, threats exist in reality – 

they cannot be avoided.  The mere presence of threats, however, does indicate that 

degradation in safety margins is going to occur.  Threats, either through good 

management techniques or sheer luck, may have no consequence on operations. 

ERRORS - From the perspective of TEM, controller errors are defined as 

deviations from organizational expectations or controller intentions.  Errors can vary 

from minor deviations, such as not using recorded lines, to something more severe, such 

as not coordinating with other controllers.  Errors may occur as a result of mismanaged 

threats, or they may occur spontaneously.  As with threats, the impact of errors on safety 
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depends on how errors are detected and managed.  Errors that are detected and managed 

in a timely manner tend to be inconsequential – meaning that safety margins are not 

impaired.  If not properly managed, errors can result in undesired states.  This is why the 

foundation of TEM lies in understanding error management rather than solely focusing 

on error commission. 

UNDESIRED STATES - Undesired states result from ineffectively managed threats 

and/or errors and are defined as operational conditions where an unintended traffic 

situation results in a reduction in margins of safety.  Undesired states could be considered 

the precursors to incidents or accidents.   

While the TEM framework was originally designed to guide data collection for 

observational methodologies, it is proving to be a versatile tool in the aviation industry.  

TEM is being applied to multiple sources of safety information in aviation.  The 

International Air Transport Association (IATA) analyzes every major accident worldwide 

using the TEM framework (IATA, 2008).  Additionally, TEM is being used as an 

analytical tool in incident investigation and self reporting programs (Gunther, 2007).  

TEM concepts are also driving training programs at major international airlines including 

Air New Zealand, Continental, Delta, Cathay Pacific, Singapore Airlines, and US 

Airways that have adopted TEM as the foundation for their human factors and CRM 

training efforts (Klinect, 2005) with several ATM providers currently designing training 

packages built around TEM.  In addition to its flight deck origins and adaptation to ATM, 

TEM is also being applied in ramp and dispatch operations (Gunther, 2007) and rail 

operations (McDonald, Garrigan, & Kanse, 2006). 
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The TEM framework is represented in Figure 2.2 and its components are 

summarized in Table 2.1. 

Figure 2.2: The Threat and Error Management Framework 
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Table 2.1: Threat and Error Management Components 

TEM Component Definition Examples 

Threats 

External events or errors outside 
the influence of controllers, but 
which require their attention and 
management if safety margins 
are to be maintained 

Weather 
Similar callsigns 
Flight crew error 
Equipment malfunction 

Error 
Deviations from organizational 
expectations or controller 
intentions 

Incorrect strip marking 
Late frequency transfer 
Incomplete Coordination 

Undesired State 

Operational conditions where an 
unintended traffic situation 
results in a reduction in margins 
of safety 

A/C at altitude other than 
cleared/coordinated 
Inaccurate representation of 
traffic 
Lack of separation assurance 

Human Factors Research Summary 

This section reviewed several human factors perspectives to ATM safety with an 

emphasis on teamwork, automation, and human error.  While it aimed to highlight the 

very valuable contributions of each perspective, this dissertation agrees with ICAO 

(2005; in press) and suggests that the TEM framework provides an ideal tool to study the 

relationship between the operational environment and how air traffic controllers 

discharge their operational duties within that environment.   

ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS 

The previous section focused primarily on understanding complexity and safety 

from the perspective of front line personnel.  A related set of literature provides insight 

into the industry and organizational level influences that affect safety.  The following 

section describes some influential macro-level perspectives concerning organizational 

safety. 
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Normal Accident Theory (NAT) 

Normal Accident Theory (NAT) posits that complex, high-risk industries are 

“accidents waiting to happen.”  NAT was formulated by Charles Perrow (1981, 1984, 

1999), and draws on the Three Mile Island nuclear accident.  The Three Mile Island 

accident was precipitated by a small water leak– as little as one cup – in one of the power 

plant’s nuclear reactors.  This small, seemingly innocuous leak led to a series of failures 

in multiple system components that rapidly propagated before plant operators understood 

what was happening.  Fortunately, a reactor core meltdown was narrowly averted, but the 

reactor core was destroyed.   

According to Perrow, events such as Three Mile Island accident are inescapable.  

NAT contends that accidents become more likely in complex and tightly coupled 

systems.   Complexity, in the NAT lexicon, refers to the existence of interactions between 

two seemingly independent components of a system that can be difficult to predict, and 

as a result, lead to unanticipated outcomes.  Interactive complexity makes accidents more 

likely because system designers cannot possibly account for all of these interactions in 

the design phase, and operators may not understand what is occurring during these 

unforeseen interactions and have difficulty managing the situation in the moment.   

Coupling refers to the rapidity with which failures propagate beyond control 

before anyone realizes what is happening.  The extent to which systems could be 

characterized as loose or tightly coupled is affected by such variables as the amount of 

slack in the system, and the degrees of freedom in executing required and specific 

sequences.   

Perrow has written about complexity and coupling in reference to a range of 

industries, including the ATM system (Perrow, 1999).  His treatment of the system 

focuses largely on grid management and mid-air collisions, as he feels that these offer the 

most complicated interactions in the system.  He concludes that the ATM system is only 

moderately complex and coupled.  The ATM system, Perrow contends, has successfully 
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managed complexity through several organizational and technological devices (Perrow, 

1984; 1999).  Technological devices, such as backup communication channels and radar, 

should ensure that aircraft are never out of communication with ATM, and provide 

information on aircraft parameters, respectively.  Additionally, segregating the airspace 

should ensure that aircraft within a particular piece of airspace have similar equipment 

and performance capabilities.  These devices should provide more direct information to 

controllers working the airspace, and reduce the potential for unexpected interactions.  

While the technological and organizational devices Perrow cites do reduce 

complexity, it is still ubiquitous in ATM.  Direct observations in the ATM environment, 

carried out to assess NOSS, indicate that the strategies deployed to reduce complexity are 

far from perfect: despite airspace segregation, it is not unusual for controllers to 

simultaneously handle aircraft and pilots that vary widely in their performance 

capabilities.  Operational pressures to move traffic and the professional desire of air 

traffic controllers to “meet a challenge” may chip away at the structure of the airways 

system that is designed to reduce complexity.  Additionally, Perrow does not give proper 

credence to operational complexities inherent within the system.  Controllers must 

interact with a large number of pilots and other controllers working adjacent airspace, 

often using equipment that has been provided and updated in a piecemeal manner, and 

that can err or malfunction in a wide variety of ways.  Our observations, as well as those 

made by other field researchers, indicate that ATM is an operationally and socially 

complex task (LaPorte & Rochlin, 1994).   

Coupling, according to Perrow (1984, 1999), is reduced in ATM through the use 

of processing delays and re-routing.  For example, pilots can be told to adjust their 

aircraft’s speed, altitude, or direction in order to maintain separation standards.  Another 

strategy used to lessen coupling is to hold aircraft on the ground at their departure airport 

when insufficient capacity for the aircraft exists in the system.  While re-routing and 

processing delays lessen coupling in one component of the ATM system, these tactics can 
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have the effect of increasing complexity and coupling in other components in the ATM 

system.  For example, re-routing aircraft within a sector increases demands on the 

controller issuing the re-routes.  If the re-routes take aircraft through an adjacent sector, 

these non-standard flights have the potential to increase complexity for the adjacent 

sector and increase coupling by raising the number of aircraft and airways being utilized 

in that second sector.  Ground delays can alleviate coupling problems for terminal and 

en-route controllers, but they can also increase complexity and coupling for tower 

controllers by causing congestion on the taxiways and apron areas that removes valuable 

degrees of freedom for the tower controllers.  While strategies may be in place to cope 

with complexity and coupling in ATM, they are only partially effective.  The ATM 

system is still high in complexity and tightly coupled.   

High Reliability Theory 

High Reliability Theory (HRT) was developed by a multi-disciplinary group of 

researchers who sought to understand how some organizations were able to operate with 

high safety standards despite the complex, high-risk nature of their respective industries 

(Roberts, 1992).  Traditional organizational learning theories posit that organizations tend 

to improve themselves through the use of trial-and-error learning (LaPorte and Consolini, 

1991).  Due to the high-risk nature of their industries, the High Reliability Organizations 

(HRO) studied by the group did not have the luxury to utilize trial and error learning 

because of the potential consequentiality of such errors (Rochlin, 1993).   

The HRT group has conducted extensive field studies in a number of industries, 

including ATM, nuclear power, aircraft carriers, and nuclear submarines.  They 

emphasize that it is not an exemplary safety record that defines HRO’s, but the 

organizational design, managerial practices, and procedural practices and adaptations that 

create a culture of reliability (Weick, 1987).  This culture fosters a mindfulness that the 

unexpected must be managed to ensure safe operations (Weick and Sutcliffe, 2001).  This 
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organizational awareness manifests itself in a number of ways.  According to the 

researchers, HRO’s: 

 Are preoccupied with safety and constantly make efforts to improve their safety 

monitoring mechanisms (Rochlin, 1993). 

 Have a constant desire to learn about and improve the safety of operations 

(Schulman, 1993). 

 Are unwilling to allow operations to approach the edge of the safety envelope 

(Schulman, 1993). 

 Utilize frequent training to ensure that personnel are able to respond to a range of 

contingencies (Weick, 1987). 

 Empower low-ranking personnel to halt or alter operations they consider unsafe 

(LaPorte and Consolini, 1991; Rochlin, 1993). 

High Reliability Theorists and Normal Accident Theorists are often 

mischaracterized as being diametrically opposed to each other.  That is, it is thought that 

NAT perceives accidents as unavoidable consequences of complex and tightly coupled 

industries, while HRT posits that organizations in those same industries can avoid 

accidents if they foster a culture of reliability (Rijpma, 2003).  Perrow (1984, 1999), 

however, notes that industries can develop strategies that mitigate or reduce complexity 

and coupling.  At the same time, LaPorte and Rochlin (1994) point out that neither the 

HRT researchers, nor the HROs they studied, believe that creating a culture of reliability 

guarantees that accidents will not occur within the organization.  The strategies adopted 

by HRO’s could be seen as a means to mitigate the effects of complexity and coupling.   

Reason’s ‘Swiss Cheese’ Model of Organizational Accidents 

The strategies deployed by High Reliability Organizations to enhance safety are 

further elucidated by Professor James Reason’s (1997) “Swiss Cheese” Model of 

organizational accidents.  Industries such as ATM are not inherently safe – they are ripe 

with hazards that must be contained to prevent catastrophes.  The hazards of shepherding 
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aircraft through the skies are ubiquitous, including the need to keep aircraft clear of one 

another and manage ground-based obstacles while simultaneously ensuring that the air 

traffic system runs efficiently.  In order to manage the hazards, ATM providers and other 

aviation stakeholders erect a series of defenses.  These defenses can consist either of hard 

components, such as technical or automated devices as the minimum safe altitude 

warning alarm noted in the MU-2 accident at Centennial airport, or soft components, 

such as regulations and procedures, training, staffing contingencies, and supervision.   

Ideally, each layer of defense would be impervious to hazards.  In reality, 

however, perfect defenses cannot be designed in a world as complex and dynamic as 

ATM.  According to Reason (1997), the vulnerabilities within each layer of defense 

occur as a result of active failures or latent conditions.  Active failures are unsafe acts 

committed by operators of the system, such as air traffic controllers or pilots, and would 

include unintentional errors and willful violations that may be seen as shortcuts.  Latent 

conditions emanate from higher levels of the system and may lie dormant for years before 

they combine with local circumstances and active failures to infiltrate systemic defenses.  

Examples of latent conditions in ATM include poor safety culture, runway / taxiway 

layout, airspace design shortfalls, poorly designed software or equipment, and 

insufficient procedures.   

Reason’s Model of Organizational Accidents is more widely known as the “Swiss 

Cheese Model” and is illustrated in  

Figure 2.3.  The various layers of organizational defenses are depicted as slices of 

Swiss cheese.  The imperfections in defenses (latent and active failures) are 

conceptualized as holes in the slices of Swiss cheese.  Usually, if a hazard penetrates one 

layer of defense, it will be captured by another layer of defense.  If holes in the layers of 

defenses line up, however, hazards may breach containment and an accident may occur.   
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Figure 2.3: Reason's ‘Swiss Cheese’ Model of Organizational Accidents 

 

Reason’s model can be better understood by re-examining the Ueberlingen mid-

air accident.  At the time of the accident, the ATM system was not fully functional due to 

planned maintenance, which resulted in only a limited amount of information on the 

aircraft to be available to the controller on the radar screen.  Many of the tools controllers 

typically used to manage traffic were unavailable electronically – the information could 

only be obtained from the paper flight strips.  To accommodate the degraded systems 

mode, a seven mile separation standard was applied as opposed to the usual five mile 

standard. Additionally, the communication system was experiencing unexpected 

maintenance at the time, meaning it was not operating in its normal mode.  The abnormal 

mode contributed to difficulties in establishing communication and effecting coordination 

with an air traffic control tower at an airport where another aircraft was trying to land.  

Rectifying the communication difficulty distracted the controller from detecting the 

conflict between the two remaining aircraft in the sector.   
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While the controller was late in detecting the conflict, and the Short Term 

Conflict Alert (STCA) — an automated program that alerts controllers if it projects that 

the two aircraft are in danger of flying too close to one another, was not available due to 

the planned system maintenance, a controller working a contiguous piece of airspace at 

another air traffic facility in Germany did detect the conflict much earlier (Ruitenberg, 

2004).  The German controller tried more than ten times to contact the accident controller 

in Zurich to alert him of the conflict, but was unsuccessful due to the communication 

system maintenance.  Had the German controller been aware of the maintenance, they 

could have used a bypass system to alert the Zurich controller of the impending collision 

in a timelier manner.   

The planned maintenance led to holes in the hard layers of defense (degraded 

automation) which were compounded by latent conditions in a soft layer of defense – the 

controller had not received training in degraded mode operations.  The unexpected 

communication systems maintenance further weakened defenses by rendering some 

normal communication channels unserviceable, which was in turn exacerbated by 

potential training or procedural deficiencies – both the accident controller and his 

German colleague were not aware of the unplanned maintenance and its ramifications.  

The degraded automation mode and unexpected communication system maintenance 

were novel to the controller, and they were working without safety nets that were 

typically available; the automated short term conflict alert, and colleague to provide a 

second set of eyes, be it in the form of an assistant controller (who was distracted trying 

to locate a phone number to remedy the communication difficulty), or the colleague who 

could not reach the accident controller in Switzerland. 

At this point, the controller was working the system in an unfamiliar manner 

without the regular safety nets.  An active failure then occurred: the controller was late in 

detecting the impending conflict between the two aircraft.  With the confluence of latent 
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conditions and active failures, the layers of defense were breached and an accident 

resulted.   

While active failures, such as a controller error, tend to be temporally limited and 

only affect safety for a brief period of time, latent conditions can be present for a much 

longer period of time and can conspire with other factors over a much longer period of 

time to create accidents.  The challenge for ATM providers, therefore, becomes 

identifying and remedying latent conditions before accidents occur.  The next section 

discusses sources of safety information that ATM providers use to try to learn about 

latent conditions in the operations. 

SOURCES OF SAFETY INFORMATION 

In an attempt to identify and improve potential areas of weakness, high reliability 

organizations are developing Safety Management Systems (SMS) to assess their 

vulnerabilities to incidents and accidents with greater frequency.  SMSs utilize multiple 

streams of data to accrue safety information across the spectrum of operations. It is 

rationalized that different sources of data each have their strengths and weaknesses, but 

taken together, the insight gained provides safety managers with a good representation of 

where deficiencies exist.   

Existing Sources of Safety Information in Air Traffic Control 

ACCIDENTS - Airline accidents are defined as events that lead to substantial 

aircraft damage or injury or death to persons during the course of a flight.  Airline 

accidents garner large amounts of media and public attention worldwide and generate in-

depth investigations aimed at understanding the cause of the accident in order to effect 

changes that prevent such occurrences from happening again.  Reforms that occur as a 

result of accidents often extend beyond the affected airline and can affect regulatory 

bodies, manufactures, airlines, and air traffic control providers around the world. 
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While accident investigations provide rich and highly detailed information, they 

are, fortunately, extremely rare events.  As a result, organizations have few opportunities 

to learn about their operations.  More importantly, organizations would be placed in the 

unenviable position of having to wait for catastrophic failures in order to learn about and 

improve their operations.  Due to the human and financial costs associated with aviation 

accidents, this is not a tenable position. 

INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS AND EVENT REPORTING - Incidents are far more 

frequent in occurrence than accidents, and provide an opportunity for organizational 

learning prior to catastrophe.  Incident reporting programs can be either mandatory or 

voluntary in nature.  Most ATM providers have requirements that specify what 

constitutes an incident, and when those requirements are met, the incident must be 

reported and investigated.  Such incidents could include ‘Losses of Separation’ in which 

two aircraft fly too close to one another; or a runway incursion in which an aircraft or 

ground vehicle enters a runway that is about to be used by a departing or landing aircraft.   

The information gleaned from mandatory incident reports provides an additional, 

but certainly not complete, perspective of operations.  Situations only become 

“reportable” once they cross a certain threshold that organizations use to delineate 

incidents from normal operations.  As a result, they do not learn about situations that 

approach, but do not cross, the threshold for reportable incidents.  Consequently, the 

organization cannot know how close to the edge of the aviation safety envelope they are 

operating.   

Voluntary reporting programs are gaining popularity in the aviation industry in an 

effort to augment information provided by mandatory incidents (Harper & Helmreich, 

2003).  The Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) is a long-running and large scale 

confidential reporting system maintained by the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) (Helmreich, Wilhelm, Klinect, & Merritt, 2001).  The purpose of 
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ASRS, which is available to air traffic controllers, is to collect and analyze voluntarily 

submitted reports.   

Despite the benefits of ASRS, there is a trend within the aviation industry for 

organizations to collect their own voluntary incident data (Harper & Helmreich, 2003).  

One such program gaining popularity within the United States is the Aviation Safety 

Action Program (ASAP).  ASAP is a collaborative effort between airlines, pilot 

associations, and the FAA.  Each airline maintains its own ASAP program, which allows 

it to focus its analysis on issues specific to their operations (Harper, 2007).  Additionally, 

many participating airlines contribute their de-identified data to a larger archive that 

allows analysts to probe for larger, industry-wide trends.   

Voluntary incident reporting programs and, to a lesser extent, mandatory incident 

reporting programs, rely on individuals to self-report events3.  Individuals who fear that 

the information they report may be used against them in some way, or those who believe 

that their input will make no difference, are unlikely to report (Harper, 2003). In settings 

where individuals have little trust in the program, or see little value in providing 

information, reporting is likely to be incomplete.  

ELECTRONIC MONITORING - Some air traffic service providers utilize automated 

mechanisms to detect breakdowns in separation standards.  These automated systems 

frequently serve as notice to initiate investigations.  While electronic monitoring systems 

may assist an organization in learning what is happening, they do not provide any 

answers as to why events are occurring.  Additionally, as with the incident reports, any 

events that fall just short of the electronic monitoring thresholds will not be captured. 

CHECKS/AUDITS/SKILL-CHECKS - Audits are skill-based evaluations of 

individual controllers required by organizational rules or government regulators.  Audits 

typically involve observing a controller working traffic, and occasionally pulling tapes to 

                                                 
3 While electronic monitoring mechanisms may trigger some mandatory investigations, others are still initiated by self-
report. 
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listen to radio communications with aircraft.  The focus of these audits tends to be on 

individual proficiency, and controllers who do not perform adequately during audits may 

be counselled, have to undergo additional training, or lose their license.  While audits are 

a solid tool for assessing individual proficiency, they provide little data on systemic 

safety at a significant cost (ICAO, 2003).  Also, because evaluators wield punitive 

powers, and the focus of audits tends to be on individual proficiency, controllers tend to 

be on their best behavior during audits.  For example, in the presence of an evaluator, 

controllers may adhere to procedures they would not normally adhere to.  To use a 

mundane example, just because a motorist drives the speed limit whenever a police 

officer is behind them, it does not mean he or she will drive the speed limit when there is 

no police officer in sight.  

Many of the previously mentioned sources of safety information rely on adverse 

events such as incident and accident investigations.  While such invaluable sources of 

information should be a focal component of any SMS, high reliability organizations 

should not wait for negative events to learn about their operations (Maurino, 2001, 

Roberts, 1992).  Furthermore, a dependence solely on such reactive measures can lead an 

organization to believe that a lack of events translates into safety (Weick, 1987).  Other 

methods, such as analyzing the glimpses of operations gleaned from proficiency audits, 

may not be representative of operations in the absence of authoritative figures monitoring 

conditions. 

NORMAL OPERATIONS SAFETY SURVEY (NOSS): A PROACTIVE SOURCE OF SAFETY 
INFORMATION 

NOSS aims to inform an organization about their safety culture by using trained 

ATM staff from within the organization to take a structured look at daily operations.  By 

monitoring normal operations through the use of direct observations, it is believed safety 

deficiencies can be identified in a proactive manner prior to the occurrence of 

incidents/accidents. 
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Put another way, the Air Traffic System, through its equipment, procedures and 

training, was designed to function in a particular manner.  Once that system is deployed, 

however, there is a tendency for it to deviate from its intended design (Snook, 2000).  

This drift may be caused by a range of factors, including: interactions with other 

(changing) systems, equipment malfunctions and obsolescence, new equipment or 

components, new regulations and shifting procedures, unforeseen circumstances, and 

natural human behavior. NOSS aims to capture how the system is behaving as opposed to 

how it was designed to function. 
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Chapter Three: NOSS Background and Description 

HISTORY OF NOSS DEVELOPMENT 

The Normal Operations Safety Survey (NOSS) is similar in concept to the Line 

Operation Safety Audit (LOSA), an airline data collection tool developed by the 

University of Texas in collaboration with several airlines.  LOSA has been 

metaphorically described as the equivalent of an annual health check for airlines (Klinect, 

2005; FAA, 2006).  People undergo yearly physicals that include a set of diagnostic 

measures such as cholesterol and blood pressure screenings to detect serious health issues 

before they have a major negative impact on an individual’s health. These tests provide 

diagnostic information about patients, revealing which body systems are functioning 

normally, as well as those that need adjusting to help ensure that more serious health 

problems do not occur.  For example, a physical may indicate that an individual’s blood 

pressure is too high. A doctor can then determine the proper course of action (e.g., 

exercise, diet modifications, medication, etc) to manage the individual’s blood pressure 

before it leads to more serious health problems such as hypertension and heart disease. 

LOSA is built upon the same proactive principals as annual health checks – it 

provides diagnostic information about the airline’s strengths and weaknesses that can be 

used to identify targets for improvement in order to enhance the airline’s safety (Klinect, 

Murray, Merritt, & Helmreich, 2003; FAA, 2006).  Whereas the traditional source of 

safety information in flight operations comes from the post-mortems of accident or 

incident investigations, LOSA utilizes trained observers to collect data on normally 

scheduled flights.   

As of this writing, LOSA has been deployed by over 30 airlines, from 16 

countries, resulting in an archive containing data from over 6,000 flights.  As a result of 

the safety benefits that airlines have experienced from LOSA, ICAO established a study 

group tasked with developing a method for monitoring normal operations in ATC.  The 
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goal, according to the 11th ICAO Air Navigation Conference, held in Montreal in 2003, 

was to:  

……initiate studies on the development of guidance material for the monitoring 
of safety during normal air traffic service operations, taking into account, but not 
limited to, the line operations safety audit (LOSA) programs which have been 
implemented by a number of airlines.   

The Study Group, comprised of operational ATM personnel and human factors 

experts, has developed a methodology tailored specifically to the ATM environment.  In 

order to evaluate and improve NOSS, The University of Texas facilitated field trials of 

the methodology with four ATM providers4.  Each of these providers has adopted NOSS 

into their SMS and is expanding the concept within their organizations.  The NOSS trials 

will be further discussed in Chapters Four and Five. 

OVERVIEW OF THE NOSS PROCESS 

NOSS, like LOSA, should be viewed as a kind of health check for ATM 

organizations.  It is an instrument for the collection of safety data during normal ATM 

operations.  Premised on the Threat and Error Management (TEM) framework, NOSS 

utilizes trained observers from within the organization to perform unobtrusive, over-the-

shoulder observations of operating positions.  Observers record notes on a small, 

inconspicuous notepad, and write a detailed narrative describing the events that transpired 

once the observation ends.  The observation narratives are constructed around the threats, 

errors, and undesired states that were observed: how controllers managed them, and their 

impact on operations.   

Observations, approximately one hour in duration, are conducted over a period of 

a couple of months.  The combined narratives are then analyzed to provide an 

organization with a snapshot of its operations.  The results can reveal certain patterns in 

the occurrence and management of certain types of threats, errors, and undesired states.  

                                                 
4 Airservices Australia, Airways New Zealand, NAV CANADA, and the United States Federal Aviation 
Administration 
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For example, a particular type of coordination threat may occur within a unit, leading to 

breakdowns in coordination.  An organization’s NOSS report is full of such diagnostic 

information that can be used to select targets for safety enhancement.  The report, 

combined with the NOSS narratives, gives a good indication of why particular trends or 

safety events may be occurring.  NOSS findings, however, may be augmented by other 

sources of information within the SMS, or by additional efforts that occur during the 

safety change process.  For instance, several NOSS providers have conducted focus 

groups with controllers to further investigate problem areas identified through NOSS in 

order to develop intervention strategies. 

NOSS is a cyclic program within the safety management system.  After 

implementing safety change following a NOSS, a second or follow-up NOSS can be 

conducted to objectively assess the impact of the interventions deployed in the safety 

change process.  

NOSS DEFINED – THE TEN OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

The over-arching purpose of NOSS is to collect safety data representative of 

operational reality.  To successfully achieve this, there must be trust in the NOSS process 

and the data it produces (Klinect, et al., 2003).  If controllers do not trust the NOSS 

process, they will display behaviors that differ little from those seen during a routine 

performance check.  Similarly, if controllers or organizations do not trust the data 

produced by NOSS, the findings of the program may be discounted and prove less 

effective in the safety change process. 

For NOSS to achieve its goal of capturing data that reflects operational reality, the 

observed controllers need to carry out their duties just as they would on a typical shift 

(Cone, 1982; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1992).  During a normal shift, controllers do not have 

observers recording information on what transpires as they work traffic, and the literature 

indicates that individuals have a tendency to modify their behavior when being observed 

(Kazdin, 1982).  This phenomenon is particularly evident during evaluative or jeopardy 
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conditions; hence, it is important to make the observations as non- threatening as possible 

in order to ensure typical or “Natural Performance” rather than fake-good or “Angel 

Performance” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Klinect et al., 2003; Klinect 2005).  Therefore, a 

large part of the NOSS methodology entails creating controller trust in the process, thus 

maximizing the likelihood of seeing performance that truly represents what occurs during 

typical operations.  Similarly, if the involved parties do not trust the data, they can 

discount the findings, meaning that NOSS’s ability to spur safety change will be 

degraded.  Consequently, ensuring trust in the process and the data are paramount to a 

successful NOSS. 

NOSS is defined by ten operating characteristics that distinguish it from other 

observational methodologies.  These characteristics are based on the observational 

method literature and years of experience in conducting field studies.  The ten 

characteristics are designed to foster trust in the NOSS process and its resultant data, and 

will be discussed in detail in Chapters Four and Five. 

1. Over-the-shoulder observations during normal shifts 

2. Controller participation is voluntary 

3. All data collected are de-identified, confidential, and non-disciplinary data 

collection 

4. Trusted trained observers are used to conduct observations 

5. Joint management / controllers association support 

6. Trusted data collection repository 

7. Systematic observation instrument based on the Threat and Error Management 

(TEM) framework 

8. Data verification process 

9. Data-derived targets for safety enhancement 

10. Feedback results to the controllers 
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Each of these characteristics is important in gaining controller trust and attaining 

an organization’s trust in the data.  Failure to adhere to even one characteristic can 

degrade the quality of the data and its ability to generate safety change (Klinect et al., 

2003).  Therefore, all ten characteristics must be adhered to for the project to be 

considered a NOSS (Henry, 2006; Wright, 2007; ICAO, in press)5.   

UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION TO SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

A NOSS, when properly executed, provides a unique perspective of an Air Traffic 

Service Provider’s operations.  It is not intended to replace other safety-data sources or 

existing mechanisms to ensure individual proficiency such as skill-checks.  Rather, the 

NOSS process was designed to complement already existing sources of data and provide 

a unique perspective within the SMS.  The remainder of this chapter discusses how 

NOSS can contribute to the SMS.  Concrete examples from the NOSS trials will be 

discussed in Chapter Five. 

IDENTIFY THREATS WITHIN THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT: Many safety data 

streams tend to be “error-centric,” while neglecting the threats that can potentially lead to 

errors and safety breakdowns.  Any effective means of reducing errors requires attempts 

to modify the environmental conditions that can contribute to errors.  While safety 

managers often respond to errors in a reactive manner, it may be possible to manage 

threats that controllers must deal with more proactively.  Put another way, safety 

managers must deal with errors and events that have already transpired. Threats, on the 

other hand, reflect the working conditions controllers deal with daily, and may be subject 

to interventions or mitigation strategies. 

CHECK THE QUALITY AND USABILITY OF PROCEDURES: A NOSS provides 

feedback on procedures.  For example, if 5% of observed controllers do not follow a 

particular procedure, there may be a problem with those particular controllers.  If, 

                                                 
5 The ten characteristics are similar to those used by LOSA and endorsed by ICAO, IATA, FAA, IFALPA, 
US ALPA, The LOSA Collaborative, and The University of Texas.   
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however, 50% of controllers do not follow a particular procedure, the problem most 

likely resides with the procedure.  The procedure may be poorly understood or timed, or 

may be a poor fit for the operating environment.  Poor adherence rates can identify 

problematic procedures or procedural drift.   

IDENTIFY PROBLEMS WITH CONTROLLER/EQUIPMENT INTERACTIONS: Error 

patterns can be indicative of problems with human-machine interface (HMI).  For 

example, an inordinate number of errors may be observed when controllers change the 

cleared flight level of an aircraft, thus highlighting a potential HMI issue. Such 

information can subsequently be used to inform the design process.  

ASSESS THE DEGREE OF TRANSFERENCE OF TRAINING TO THE LINE: Jeopardy 

check situations assess whether training concepts have been learned, and controllers have 

the capability to perform their duties as trained.  A NOSS can show the actual extent to 

which these practices are enacted in daily operations.  

UNDERSTAND CONTROLLER SHORTCUTS AND WORKAROUNDS: As a result of 

experience, controllers develop shortcuts and workarounds to save time and work more 

efficiently.  These shortcuts frequently involve contraventions of procedures, and are 

seldom seen during checks/audits, where performance is typically “by the book.”  

Through a trusted process such as NOSS, it is possible to observe such shortcuts and 

workarounds.  Some may be deemed as effective and can be communicated to others 

within the organization as a “better way of doing things.”  Poor shortcuts and 

workarounds that have shortcomings in their safety assumptions can also be identified 

and addressed. 

ASSESS SAFETY MARGINS: Threats and errors, if not properly managed, can lead 

to undesired states, which can be considered precursors to incidents. Some examples of 

undesired states in ATC include a lack of separation assurance, uncoordinated 

movements in another controller’s airspace, the strip board/traffic display not indicating 

the actual/cleared location of traffic, and aircraft at an altitude/heading/speed other than 
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cleared/coordinated. Identifying the prevalence and management of threats, errors, and 

undesired states informs an organization of where they operate on the safety continuum.  

Such information within the TEM components can serve as lead safety indicators, or 

barometers for organizational change.  

MAKE COMPARISONS ACROSS UNITS/FACILITIES/GROUPS OF OPERATING 

POSITIONS: Safety data derived from normal operations are still quite rare.  The 

systematic collection of NOSS data using the TEM taxonomy, plus the subsequent 

coding and data-verification checks, allows this new type of data to be understood and 

analyzed empirically. That is, benchmarks can be established against which units, 

facilities, and work-groups can be compared. For example, one center may learn that 40% 

of its observations yielded threats related to unserviceable equipment. While such data 

are informative in itself, the additional realization that no other provider had more than 

15% of observations with the same threat helps to highlight a particular vulnerability 

within that centre.  
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Chapter Four: Reliability 

Reliability deals with the consistency with which a tool or measure is used, and is 

often considered a pre-requisite for validity – an instrument cannot assess what it 

purports to determine if its measurements are not consistent.  (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 

1991; Neuendorf, 2002).  Consequently, high levels of reliability are considered 

psychometrically impressive, and researchers frequently make efforts to enhance it (e.g., 

Cooper, 2001; Holt, Hansberger, & Boehm-Davis, 2002).  Paradoxically, striving to 

demonstrate high levels of reliability can, in some cases, lower validity (Heyns & Lippitt, 

1954).  For example, the problem of reliability could be solved in NOSS by using a 

single, prolific observer.  Although this would eliminate disagreements across individuals 

and boost reliability, it would be operationally impractical and have detrimental effects 

on the validity of the tool — utilizing a single observer would amplify rather than mute 

individual biases.   

Realizing the impracticality of having a single observer, high levels of reliability 

could still be achieved by employing a small set of homogenous observers.  Observers 

who come from a comparable background will be more apt to have similar interpretations 

of events, thus reducing the number of disagreements. Furthermore, a small cadre of 

observers could easily receive additional training to resolve disagreements.  

But since NOSS is meant to be deployed by ATM Providers around the world in 

order to capture information on a wide range of scenarios, a more comprehensive and 

robust approach to ensuring reliability is desired.  The first half of this chapter highlights 

a number of strategies used by the NOSS methodology to enhance reliability.  The 

second half discusses a series of traditional reliability studies and evaluates the 

effectiveness of the reliability-enhancing strategies.   
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CUMULATIVE RELIABILITY  

It is widely understood that observations, if conducted in an unstructured manner, 

can be susceptible to biases.  Systematic observation methods, however, can minimize 

biases and increase objectivity (Weick, 1968, 1985).  The NOSS methodology was 

designed using systematic observation principles to minimize biases and subjectivity.  

Several of the Ten Characteristics that define NOSS are based on systematic observation 

principles in an attempt to ensure reliability.  Each of these characteristics, which are 

intended to increase the consistency of NOSS data, will be discussed in detail in the 

following sections, are: 

 Systematic data collection instrument based on TEM 

 Trusted, trained and calibrated observers 

 Data verification process 

Data collection is premised on the TEM Framework 

Due to practical limitations, observers cannot record everything that transpires 

during the course of an observation period – nor would it be particularly useful if they did 

(Hartman, 1982).  If observers do not receive guidance as to what information should be 

noted, their records will be less standardized and thus more susceptible to individual 

biases.  For this reason, it is important to utilize a framework that guides observers as to 

what information should be included in their records.  Such a guiding framework should 

minimize inferences, thus helping to ensure that data are collected systematically and 

consistently across observers (Weick, 1968, 1985; Bakeman, 2000; Denscombe, 2003).   

The Threat and Error Management Framework serves as the foundation for NOSS 

data collection (Maurino & Ruitenberg, 2004; Henry, 2006; ICAO, in press).  The TEM 

framework, which was originally developed for flight operations by the University of 

Texas, was deemed to be highly applicable to ATM operations by a group of ICAO 

subject matter experts.  In order to adapt TEM to ATM, the framework was applied to 

numerous accident and incident investigations.  Analysis of these investigations led to 
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definitions of the TEM components and an initial taxonomy of threats, errors and 

undesired states.  The information gleaned from the initial exercise has been augmented 

by input from subject matter experts and NOSS observers.  Definitions and examples of 

TEM components are presented again in Table 4.1.  Additionally, a comprehensive list of 

the current TEM taxonomy is presented in Appendix A.  It is important to note that the 

taxonomy evolves with NOSS observations.  More specifically, new threats, errors or 

undesired states are added to the taxonomy as they are observed. 

Table 4.1: TEM Framework Definitions and Examples 

TEM Component Definition Examples 

Threats 

External events or errors outside 
the influence of controllers, but 
which require their attention and 
management if safety margins 
are to be maintained 

Weather 
Similar callsigns 
Flight crew error 
Equipment malfunction 

Error 
Deviations from organizational 
expectations or controller 
intentions 

Improper strip marking 
Late frequency transfer 
Incomplete Coordination 

Undesired State 

Operational conditions where an 
unintended traffic situation 
results in a reduction in margins 
of safety 

A/C at altitude other than 
cleared/coordinated 
Inaccurate representation of 
traffic 
Lack of separation assurance 

The NOSS field trials indicate that controllers quickly grasp and accept the TEM 

framework (Knauer, Fallow, & Ruitenberg, 2005).  Additionally, NAV CANADA, the 

Canadian Air Navigation Service Provider, has delivered TEM training to many of its 

controllers with good reception (Down, 2005). 

Since controllers manage threats and errors on a daily basis, it is not surprising 

that they quickly grasp the TEM framework.  The following quotations are from 

controllers who have been involved in the NOSS field trials: 

Once the concept of TEM was explained to them (controllers), their reaction was 
usually along the lines of "but that's what we do, that's what we deal with on a 
day to day basis." That is exactly the point and the reason I feel controllers so 
quickly grasp the concept of TEM and accept it. The job of an air traffic controller 
is to ensure the safety of aircraft. Controllers are trained to recognize situations 
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where safety may be compromised and resolve the situation, which is the same 
thing as recognizing a threat or identifying an error that has been made, and 
managing it. Controllers are in a sense Threat and Error Managers and to them the 
concept is intuitive.  --- provided by A NOSS  observer who was tasked with 
giving TEM briefings to other air traffic controllers within the company. 

The concept of TEM may not have been fully explained to all air traffic 
controllers, but it is something we are trained to deal with on a day to day basis.  
If you were to speak to a controller about what is required from them in their 
work, it is likely you would get a description of TEM in a roundabout way.  When 
TEM is put to them in a formal manner, such as NOSS observer training, it is 
quickly grasped, understood and accepted.  --- provided by a NOSS observer. 

In summary, TEM serves to prompt observers about what information to seek 

during an observation.  TEM, as deployed in NOSS, is based on observables and 

minimizes the inferences required by observers, thus minimizing biases.  Additionally, 

the high face validity of TEM may be taken as a sign that controllers are likely to identify 

threats and errors reliably, as well as how they are managed.   

NOSS Characteristic: Data Collection Instrumentation 

Systematic Observation principles dictate that data are collected in a methodical 

fashion (Weick, 1968, 1985).  While the TEM framework helps orient observers about 

what to look for, the observed events must still be recorded.  The use of a systematic data 

collection instrument minimizes biases by requiring observers to write a purely 

descriptive narrative of observed events without any interpretation or evaluation.  The 

instrument is centered upon a description of any threats, errors, or undesired states that 

occurred during an observation, an account of how these events were managed, and the 

impact they had on operations.  An excerpt from a NOSS narrative is presented in 

Illustration 4.1. 
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Illustration 4.1: Excerpt from a NOSS narrative 

Your Narrative should be purely descriptive and provide a context.  Describe how the traffic flow changes during the 
course of the observation.  What challenges had to be met?  Describe any threats, errors, and undesired states, how they 
were managed, and the impact they had on operations.  How did the team/controller interact with: a) pilots b) other 
controllers c) their equipment?   
At the commencement of the observation there was a relatively high volume of traffic within the sector. 8 
southbound flights were present and 1 northbound. All southbound traffic was vertically separated and 
being placed under their own navigation to PK.  HTL was closed to arriving flights due fog throughout the 
observation.   
 
At the beginning of the observation there were 4 aircraft with similar callsigns operating in the sector.  To 
prevent any confusion in a time of relatively busy RTF, the RDP controller made a general broadcast to the 
aircraft involved identifying the problem and advising them to pay attention to instructions.  This was a 
positive and proactive action that kept the situation in hand and effectively elicited the help of the flight 
crews.  
 

At 722 UAE4103 checked in on frequency at OR at F350.  UAE4103 was advised to expect 
descent in 2 minutes when clear of southbound traffic at F300.  The controller indicated that there 
was less risk by minimally delaying descent than giving an intermediate descent of F310.  

 
At 727 DEL813 was cleared to descend to 8000ft.  The aircraft did not reply to the instruction.  
The RDP controller re-established RTF contact with the aircraft then passed the instruction  

 
At 732 while scanning the strips the RDP identified a pending confliction between 3 turboprop aircraft 
50nm south of OR.  The flights ETA’s indicated that the aircraft would reach OR within 2 minutes of each 
other.  The controller ranged out and rearranged the strips to show the correct arrival order at OR.  No 
action was taken at this point to resolve an altitude confliction between two of the aircraft GUL52 and 
DEL376.  As the aircraft were still some distance from OR the controller may have wanted to allow 
JUSTIN sector time to act first. 
 
At 735 RDP received a strip on DEL304 bound HTL AERODROME.  The controller highlighted the 
destination on the strip as a reminder of the fog issues.     
 
At 736 the RDP controller passed the current CC ATIS to NWA70 however this transmission was read 
back by MAS1402. The RDP controller confirmed with MAS1402 that the information was directed at 
another flight.  The controller then confirmed with NWA70 that they had the ATIS.  This was consistent to 
the controllers attention to RTF read-backs throughout the observation. 
 
At 740 JUSTIN sector calls highlighting the altitude confliction between GUL52 and DEL376 at F150 and 
requests RDP’s handling preference.  The RDP controller issued a heading of 3500 to ensure separation 
would be in place at the boundary.  This was a better resolution to the confliction than an altitude change as 
it would assist with a later ATM spacing requirement into the terminal environment.  
…………………….(this excerpt covers the first third of the observation)  
 

In addition to writing a descriptive narrative of all TEM events observed during 

the course of an observation, the observer also logs each TEM component individually, 

which facilitates data management and analysis.  In this section, also devoid of 

interpretations or evaluations, the observer is prompted to provide descriptions of each 

event, indicate if and how they were managed by controllers, and recount what their 
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impact on operations was.  Illustration 4.2 provides several examples of logged TEM 

events that occurred in the narrative description seen earlier in Illustration 4.1.   

Illustration 4.2: Threat Management Worksheet 

Threat Description Threat Management 

T 
ID 

Describe the threat 
Threat 

code (See 
codebook) 

Time 
Stamp 

(HH:MM) 
UTC 

Threat 
Outcome? 

1 
Inconsequential 
2 Linked to error 

 

How did ATCO manage the threat? 

T1 

Radar Interface, for 2 
minutes departure radar and 
terminal planner were both 

distracted while trying to 
reset the radar display 

windows. 

104 0218 1 

Several attempts were made to reset the 
centre point on one of the windows so that 

all three windows would have the same 
centre point. There were no phone or radio 
calls during this time and no consequence 

to the operation besides controller 
distraction and slight annoyance on the part 

of the radar controller. 

T2 

Throughout the observation 
AC, request to deviate from 
track to avoid WX.  This was 
a very frequent occurrence 

during this observation 

700 0932 2 
Most deviations are properly managed, but 
in one instance, AC was granted request 

without coordinating with BB sector. 

T3 

Due to strong tailwinds in the 
downwind leg it is difficult to 
get A/C to slow down for the 

sequence to work. 

704 0155 1 
Minimum speeds are passed to jets in the 
downwind and the sequence is extended 

further down wind when necessary. 

From time to time, observers will want to provide commentary on observed 

events (Reid, 1982).  Providing an opportunity for observers to share their impressions 

can maintain morale and serve as a good source of expert information.  It is important, 

however, to separate these thoughts from the objective description depicted in Illustration 

4.1.  For this reason, the NOSS data collection instrument includes a separate section 

inviting observers to provide their impressions on events they observed.  While the 

information gathered in this section is not paramount to the success of NOSS as is the 

descriptive narrative, observers sometimes use this section to provide a range of 

comments.  Some examples of observer impressions are presented in Illustrations 4.3 and 

4.4.   
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Illustration 4.3: Example of Observer Impressions from a NOSS Narrative 

You may use this section to provide any personal impressions you may have of what you observed.  Did the controllers do anything 
particularly well or poorly?  Do you have any overall impressions of the operating environment? 

Once again I was impressed by the fact that the ground controller rarely asks for a runway crossing clearance but 
trusts and waits for local controller to initiate the crossing clearances.  This minimizes distraction for both 
controllers, minimizes cabin noise and allows the local controller the best opportunity to optimize traffic. 
 
On this shift the ground controller was very softly spoken.  The soft voice made face-to-face read backs hard to 
hear, particularly conditional runway crossings when other air-ground audio was present on either 
speaker/frequency. 
 
This controller was notably less prone to non-operational distractions than others previously observed.  Even 
when he had little to do he resisted the temptation to become involved, so in that sense displayed “best practice”. 
 

Illustration 4.4: Example of Observer Impressions from a NOSS Narrative 

You may use this section to provide any personal impressions you may have of what you observed.  Did the controllers do anything 
particularly well or poorly?  Do you have any overall impressions of the operating environment? 

The team worked well together on a difficult (weather) day.  But the sequencing strategies were not that strategic, 
and there were a few late calls to other sectors and issued late notice (boundary) orbits. This came from the 
planner not the observed radar position. The reliance on short term memory for intermediate levels and other 
requirements is quite different to how this controller is trained and made me feel a little uncomfortable. The 
sector also seem to rely on adjacent sectors acceptance of short notice (or no) coordination. 

In sum, the NOSS data collection instrument contributes to reliability through 

eliminating observer biases and evaluations in the pieces of data that are analyzed.  In 

addition, the form fosters consistency by prompting observers to provide particular pieces 

of information in purely descriptive terms.   

NOSS Characteristic: Observer Training 

Regardless of the quality of an analytical framework and data collection 

instrument, data quality still depends largely on observer performance (Reid, 1982; 

Klinect, 2005).  Proper training can prepare observers to apply the framework and data 

collection instrument in a consistent manner, thus ensuring reliability.  The NOSS 

observer training package covers a range of topics.  This section will focus on the factors 

most salient to reliable data collection – TEM familiarity and the use of the data 

collection instrument.  
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NOSS observer training begins with two days of classroom instruction, including 

intensive coverage of the TEM framework.   Observers are introduced to the TEM 

framework by providing the theoretical rationale behind the concept.  In understanding its 

purpose, observers can more easily understand what to look for (Reid, 1982; Klinect, 

2005). The concepts of threats, errors, and undesired states are further explained and 

defined, which aids observers in being able to identify TEM components (Hartman, 

1982).  As noted earlier, observers grasp the TEM concept quickly.  In fact, several 

observers, including check and standards assessors, have shared that TEM gives them a 

structured way to view the work that they have always done. 

Once the TEM framework has been introduced, observers receive instruction on 

how to use the data collection instrument.  Additionally, the complete list of threats, 

errors, and undesired states that has been observed in previous NOSSs is reviewed and 

discussed (See Appendix A)6.  During the two days of classroom training, a great deal of 

time is spent applying TEM to numerous scenarios.  In working through these scenarios, 

observers individually identify TEM components and practice using the data collection 

instrument.  Once observers have completed the scenario, the trainer leads a group 

discussion on its proper coding.  This practice allows observers ample experience in 

identifying TEM components, writing descriptions of the events, and coding them.  

Furthermore, the group discussion sessions permit observers to calibrate their recordings 

with their peers, while the trainer identifies potential areas in need of remediation.  

It is important to note that the classroom training intentionally focuses on the 

identification and recording of TEM events as opposed to coding them with complete 

accuracy.  Teaching observers to focus on identifying and describing events rather than 

coding them at the moment they occur lessens the likelihood of committing errors in data 

collection, while increasing the quality of the descriptive information provided (Riesman 

                                                 
6 It is stressed to observers that the list of threat, error and undesired states codes is not exhaustive.  It is 
entirely possible that new codes may be generated based on what the observers record. 
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& Watson, 1964; Klinect, 2005).   Furthermore, if observers identify and adequately 

describe threats and errors, they can be checked for coding during data verification.   

Following the classroom portion of training, observers conduct and write-up 

several practice observations, and then meet with the training facilitator for a 

recalibration session.  This permits the facilitator to review the information provided in 

the data collection instrument by observers and give feedback (Klinect, 2005).  During 

this time, observers can ask questions that they may have after conducting in vivo 

observations.  After the recalibration session, observers continue to collect data, and their 

observations are continually monitored to ensure that observer drift in recording and 

coding events does not occur (Reid, 1970; Romanczyk, Kent, Diament, & O’Leary, 1973; 

Klinect, 2005).   

NOSS Characteristic: Data Verification 

A data verification process serves as an additional and critical measure to ensure 

consistent and quality NOSS data (Klinect, 2005; Henry, 2006; ICAO, in press).  Data 

verification is a labor-intensive, sequential, two-step process conducted prior to the 

initiation of data analysis.  The first step employs an independent analyst to review the 

observations and data.  The second step utilizes a group of organizational experts to 

review all of the data.   

The initial review is conducted by an independent analyst who is highly familiar 

with the TEM framework.  This step largely focuses on reconciling the descriptive 

narratives from observations with the threats, errors, and undesired states logged by the 

observer.  Occasionally, TEM events are described in the narrative, but they are either not 

entered into the logs, or are coded improperly (e.g. a readback error by a pilot is 

erroneously coded as an error when it should be coded as a threat since it was committed 

by the pilot, not the controller).  As the primary objective of observers is to produce 

quality observations (narratives), and not to make fine judgments in coding individual 

events, this review is an important step to maximize data consistency and ensure data 
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quality.  Such an emphasis on observer priorities is necessary to prevent observers from 

spending too much time coding events, which would reduce the number of observations 

they can conduct.  It is important to note, however, that changes are not made to the 

database until they are approved during the second step in the data verification process – 

the review by facility representatives. 

In the second step of data verification, a group of organizational experts 

representing the observed facilities review the TEM data.  Making extensive use of the 

observation narratives and organizational reference materials (i.e. national and local 

procedures, letters of agreement, charts, operations bulletins, etc), the participants make 

certain that the logged events meet the requirements to be considered threats, errors or 

undesired states, and that they are properly coded.  It is during data verification that any 

points of confusion or disagreement are either remedied or removed from the portion of 

data to be analyzed.   

Cumulative Reliability Summary 

The NOSS methodology was designed using systematic observation principles to 

enhance reliability.  Trained observers use a common framework with high face validity 

to guide data collection.  Observations are recorded on a systematic data collection 

instrument that is designed to minimize biases and maximize objectivity.  A data 

verification process is used to ensure the quality of all data that goes into the data set.  

With these data quality safeguards in mind, a series of traditional reliability analyses were 

performed to inform on the reliability of NOSS data. 

NOSS RELIABILITY STUDIES 

Despite the shortcomings of traditional reliability analyses in relation to NOSS, as 

discussed in the introduction to this chapter, aspects of such investigations can be used to 

bolster the case for the cumulative reliability of NOSS data.  Generally speaking, the 

NOSS reliability studies employed analysts to review and code de-identified narratives 
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from the NOSS field trials.  While it may be argued that NOSS reliability studies should 

begin with an assessment of the consistency with which NOSS observations are written 

up by observers, there are practical and logical reasons to conduct the analysis on pre-

existing narratives. 

First, the cost of utilizing two observers to conduct simultaneous observations on 

the same operating position would be high – both in financial terms and in loss of 

validity.  The resources needed to conduct NOSS observations are not trivial, and using 

multiple observers to conduct simultaneous observations on the same operating position 

would limit the number of observations that an organization could obtain.  Furthermore, 

placing two observers at the same operating position could have adverse effects on 

validity as controllers may be less receptive to being observed or less likely to display 

normal behavior.  The following quotations are from controllers who were members of 

the ICAO NOSS Study Group: 

Having two observers plugged in would be pushing the limits of social 
acceptability amongst the controllers and would risk alienating them and 
their acceptance of the program.  --- provided by an air traffic controller 
and member of the ICAO NOSS Study Group. 

Controllers are not unaccustomed to having one person watching them, 
but having two observers could be a bit of a ‘circus atmosphere’ that could 
lead controllers to behaving differently than they typically would.  --- 
provided by an air traffic controller and member of the ICAO NOSS Study 
Group. 

In addition to the practical limitations and dangers of adversely impacting the 

validity of the observations, there are logical reasons to conclude that a reliability 

analysis should begin with written narratives.  NOSS narratives are based on TEM and 

contain strictly descriptive information devoid of interpretation.  Writing a purely 

descriptive TEM-based narrative minimizes the likelihood of inconsistencies in data 

recording.  Finally, traditional reliability analyses in aviation psychology concern the 

consistency with which error frameworks are applied to events (see Weigmann & 

Shappell, 2001; Bove, 2002; Pounds & Issaac, 2003).  A common element in each of 
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these studies was that multiple analysts reviewed pre-existing sources of information, 

such as accident and incident reports, and assigned codes to the errors that were 

identified.   

Given the drawbacks of placing multiple observers at an operating position, the 

cumulative reliability safeguards employed by NOSS, and the tradition in aviation 

psychology of basing reliability analyses on pre-existing reports, it was decided to use 

existing NOSS field trial narratives for the reliability analyses.  Each of the studies 

utilized trained analysts to review de-identified narratives made in hour long observations 

during the NOSS field studies.  In order to maintain the confidentiality of the 

participating Air Navigation Service Providers, any information that could have 

identified the provider was removed (e.g. airports, airways, waypoints, airlines, etc).  

Two tasks were common to each of the reliability studies - analysts read the narratives, 

and then identified and coded TEM events (Refer to Illustration 4.1 and 4.2).  The extent 

to which analysts can consistently identify TEM components after receiving training 

speaks to the face validity of the framework and provides an indication of how 

consistently observers might record events during actual observations.  More specifically, 

if analysts can show agreement in identifying threats, errors, and undesired states in 

written narratives, then it is likely they can identify such events in actual observations.  

The reliability studies can also indicate the consistency with which events are coded.  

Finally, the impact of data verification on identifying and coding TEM events can be 

assessed.  

Reliability Exercise Tasks 

IDENTIFYING TEM COMPONENTS - The first step in recording or coding a TEM 

event is to recognize it.  Once a TEM event has been identified by an observer, it can be 

recorded in the observation narrative and logged into the TEM worksheets.  Therefore, 

the first step in assessing reliability should involve the identification of TEM 

components.   
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CODING TEM COMPONENTS - Once TEM events are identified, the next step is to 

assign codes from the list presented in Appendix A.  The current list of codes is quite 

extensive, and consists of over 120 threat codes, 80 error codes, and 30 undesired codes.  

Analysis Strategies 

IDENTIFYING TEM COMPONENTS - There are numerous measures of reliability, 

each appropriate for particular types of methodologies and data.  Therefore, the design of 

the study must be considered when selecting which measure to employ.  The most 

appropriate measure for assessing the consistency with which TEM components are 

identified may be the most simple – occurrence agreement (Hartman, 1982; Pounds & 

Issaac, 2003; Uebersax, 2007).   

Occurrence agreement is often criticized as a measure of reliability since it does 

not correct for chance agreement, which can lead to inflated levels of reliability.  This 

critique, however, is more applicable to situations where raters apply a small number of 

categories to fixed events.  For example, two judges rating observed behaviors on a five-

point scale are going to sometimes agree on their ratings purely by chance.  Chance 

agreements, however, are of less concern in the present study where the task was to 

identify threats, errors and undesired states within a lengthy narrative7.  Given the length 

of the narratives and density of information, it is unlikely that analysts would randomly 

identify the same set of text as TEM event.   

CODING TEM COMPONENTS – Cohen’s Kappa is a commonly used measure of 

reliability in aviation psychology (Shappell & Weigmann, 2001; Bove, 2002; Pounds & 

Issaacs, 2003).  The popularity of Cohen’s Kappa stems from its correction for chance 

agreement; it is appropriate when two raters classify items into a certain number of 

mutually exclusive categories (Cohen, 1960).  Kappa, however, is not the preferred test 

for the current analysis.  Kappa should be applied when the number of categories is 

                                                 
7 The narratives reviewed in the intra-analyst study contained a mean of more than 750 words and 
50 sentences per narrative.    
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limited, as with a Likert Scale or an error taxonomy with five categories, not as in the 

current study where there are over 230 TEM codes.  Using Kappa with detailed coding 

schemes such as TEM can artificially lower obtained Kappa levels (Maclure & Willett, 

1987; Sim & Wright, 2005).   

A more suitable measure to quantify analyst agreement is the intra-class 

correlation (Uebersax, 2007).  Intra-class correlation coefficients can be applied to 

nominal data, and provide a statistic measuring the reliability of classifications from 

multiple analysts (Feldt, 1965; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979; McGraw & Wong, 1996).  A two-

way random effects model was used in this dissertation to assess the consistency with 

which TEM components were coded by analysts.   

According to Uebersax (2007), Kappa can, under some circumstances, serve as an 

approximation for intra-class correlation.  For this reason, and to be consistent with the 

aviation psychology literature, Cohen’s Kappa was calculated to investigate the 

consistency with which codes were applied to TEM events.  It must be noted, however, 

that the intra-class correlation should be considered the primary measure of interest, and 

that Kappa levels should not be directly compared across studies. 

Types of Reliability 

There are two ways in which tools should be reliable – across time and across 

individuals.  Intra-analyst reliability involves the consistency of one individual’s 

interpretation of events, and concerns the stability of a set of measures across time, 

making it similar to test-retest reliability (Carmines & Zeller, 1979). However, inter-

analyst reliability is considered the more crucial of the two types of reliability, and deals 

with the consistency of multiple analysts looking at the same, or highly similar, events 

(Neuendorf, 2002).   

Low levels of reliability may be the result of poor methodology or training.  

While some variation in interpretations should be expected, acceptable levels of 

reliability are necessary to demonstrate the quality and validity of an instrument.  Three 
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separate reliability analyses were conducted to assess the stability of measurements 

across time and individuals.  

STUDY ONE: INTRA-ANALYST RELIABILITY 

Intra-Analyst Study Purpose 

An intra-analyst reliability study was performed to assess the consistency with 

which NOSS narratives were coded across time.   

Intra-Analyst Analysis Subjects/Procedures  

In order to ascertain the stability of identifying and coding TEM components 

across time, the author of this dissertation twice identified and coded threats, errors and 

undesired stated from the same nine NOSS narratives with an interval of one month.  

Intra-Analyst Analysis Results & Discussion 

IDENTIFYING TEM COMPONENTS - Occurrence agreement was calculated as 

suggested by Hartman (1982) through dividing the number of times in which a 

component was consistently identified by the sum of the same number, plus the number 

of times in which there was a discrepancy in the analysis.  Table 4.2 shows the intra-

analyst occurrence agreement numbers.   As can be seen, a very high level of agreement 

was shown in identifying TEM components across time.   

Table 4.2: Intra-Analyst Occurrence Agreement  

TEM Component 
Percent Identified 

Consistently Number of TEM Events 

All TEM Components (N = 87) 98% 88 

Threats (N = 53) 96% 54 

Errors (N = 27) 100% 27 

Undesired States (N = 7) 100% 7 

CODING TEM COMPONENTS - After identifying the TEM events, the analyst 

assigned codes using the taxonomy in Appendix A.  Intra-class correlation coefficients 
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are presented in Table 4.3, first with all TEM components combined then individually for 

threats, errors, and undesired states.  Intra-class correlation coefficients can vary from       

-1.0 to 1.0, moving towards 1.0 with increased consistency.  In other words, the 1.0 Intra-

class correlation coefficient for errors indicates that identical codes were applied to each 

of the errors identified in the narrative.  The correlation coefficients, which can be 

interpreted in a manner similar to Pearson Product Moment Correlations, are considered 

very high by conventional standards (Cohen, 1988). In this case, the analyst applied 

codes consistently across time.   

Table 4.3: Intra-Analyst ICC Coefficients 

TEM Component Intra-class Correlation P-Value 

All TEM Components (N = 87) .99 < .001 

Threats (N = 53) .96 < .001 

Errors (N = 27) 1.0 < .001 

Undesired States (N = 7) .88 < .01 

Cohen’s Kappa coefficients, which range from 0 (no agreement) to 1 (complete 

agreement) are shown in Table 4.4.  Landis and Koch (1977) suggest that Kappa values 

above .80 indicate near perfect agreement.  While Kappa is not the most suitable test for 

the current analysis, the results augment the intra-class correlation findings—in other 

words, codes were applied in a highly consistent manner for threats, errors and undesired 

states. 

Table 4.4: Intra-Analyst Cohen’s Kappa Coefficients 

TEM Component Kappa P-Value 

All TEM Components (N = 87) .92 < .001 

Threats (N = 53) .96 < .001 

Errors (N = 27) .82 < .01 
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Intra-Analyst Agreement Summary 

The intra-analyst reliability assessment indicates that the identification of TEM 

components can be stable across time – 98% of the events were identified consistently.  

Furthermore, two different statistical measures of reliability – The Intraclass Correlation 

Coefficient and Cohen’s Kappa – suggest that codes were applied to TEM events in a 

highly consistent manner.  Threats and errors were coded consistently at near ceiling 

levels.  While undesired states were still coded in a highly consistent manner by 

conventional standards, they lagged behind the other TEM components.  Due to the 

relative infrequency of undesired states, however, they had little impact on the overall 

values.   

On the whole, the intra-analyst reliability assessment indicates that an analyst can 

consistently identify and code TEM components across time. To investigate the 

consistency with which TEM components were identified and coded across analysts, two 

inter-analyst reliability studies were conducted – one using expert analysts, the other 

using novice analysts.   

STUDY TWO: EXPERT INTER-ANALYST RELIABILITY 

Expert Inter-Analyst Study Purpose 

A more crucial type of reliability deals with the consistency of multiple analysts 

looking at the same, or highly similar, events (Neundorf, 2002).  Inter-analyst reliability 

was assessed in two studies, the first utilizing expert analysts familiar with TEM and 

NOSS.   

Expert Inter-Analyst Study Subjects/Procedures  

The expert inter-analyst study employed five analysts from Australia, Canada, 

Netherlands, and New Zealand. All participants were certified air traffic controllers and 

had served as observers during NOSS field trials. Additionally, they had been involved in 

at least one other aspect of NOSS (e.g. methodological development, data verification, 
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safety change process, etc). Due to the geographical distance between participants, the 

experienced analyst exercise was conducted remotely through email correspondence.  

Analysts were sent ten de-identified narratives from the NOSS field trials, which they 

coded for TEM components.  A period of 6 to 18 months had passed since these analysts 

had received observer training, which might negatively impact the consistency of their 

measurements as drift from coding standards may be more pronounced (Reid, 1970).  

Unfortunately, geographic distance precluded refresher training, and a data verification 

session could not be conducted as part of the experienced analyst reliability exercise.     

Expert Intra-Analyst Analysis Results & Discussion 

IDENTIFYING TEM COMPONENTS - The analyst’s first task was to identify TEM 

components.  Reliability can be assessed in a number of ways, the simplest of which is to 

calculate percentage agreement for each pair of analysts (Hartman, 1982; Uebersex, 

2007).  Table 4.5 contains the occurrence agreement for each pair of analysts; first for all 

TEM components, and then for each component individually.   

Table 4.5: Expert Analyst Occurrence Agreement  

TEM 
Component 

A1 vs. 
A2 

A1 vs. 
A3 

A1 vs. 
A4 

A1 vs. 
A5 

A2 vs. A3 
A2 vs. 

A4 
A2 vs. 

A5 
A3 vs. 

A4 
A3 vs. 

A5 
A4 vs. 

A5 
Avg 

Combined 
(N = 87) 

74% 76% 71% 71% 75% 76% 77% 72% 73% 74% 74% 

Threats   
(N = 53) 

75% 81% 76% 73% 77% 80% 77% 75% 78% 75% 77% 

Errors     
(N = 27) 

67% 66% 63% 70% 73% 71% 79% 70% 71% 75% 71% 

Undesired 
States      

(N = 7) 
100% 67% 50% 60% 67% 50% 60% 57% 43% 50% 54% 

The occurrence agreement between analysts could be described, at best, as 

adequate.  Overall, the analysts agreed on 74% of all TEM components, with agreement 

being as low as 54% for undesired states.   
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While providing a rough estimate of analyst consistency, a simple occurrence 

agreement percentage in the inter-analyst studies does not take the systemic behavior 

observation principles discussed in the first half of this chapter into account and provides 

an overly pessimistic view of reliability.  Specifically, pair-wise analyst agreement will 

suffer when one of the pair identifies an event as a threat, error, or undesired state, when 

in fact, it is not.  False hits in identifying TEM components by any one individual, 

however, are of little consequence in NOSS, as they will be extracted during data 

verification.  Reliability against actual TEM components is of more importance, as there 

is little consequence for false hits 

A more meaningful manner of assessing reliability, therefore, is to measure 

analyst consistency against a gold standard.  The gold standard for the reliability studies 

was determined from the TEM components that were identified during the actual data 

verification session of the NOSS field trials.  The critical question, therefore, becomes 

how consistently do analysts identify threats, errors, and undesired states that were 

substantiated during NOSS trial data verification sessions?  Comparison of TEM 

components against a gold standard may typically be associated with observer 

accuracy—a critical aspect of validity—though more importantly, it asks whether 

observers can consistently identify TEM components.  Analyst accuracy in identifying 

TEM components is shown in Table 4.6.  Hit rates are shown for each of the expert 

analysts. 
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Table 4.6: Expert Analyst Accuracy  

TEM 
Component A1 vs. GS A2 vs. GS A3 vs. GS A4 vs. GS A4 vs. GS Avg 

Combined 
(N = 87) 

90% 86% 92% 87% 84% 88% 

Threats     
(N = 53) 98% 89% 96% 91% 87% 92% 

Errors       
(N = 27) 81% 89% 85% 85% 85% 85% 

Undesired 
States 

 (N = 7) 
57% 57% 86% 71% 57% 66% 

Expert analyst agreement is substantially higher against the gold standard than 

against other analysts.  This is predominantly due to the fact that false positives by 

individual analysts, which are of little consequence in NOSS due to the data verification 

process, do not artificially drag down agreement.  It should be noted, however, that the 

experts still did not identify undesired states with a high degree of consistency – 

collectively, the analysts only identified 66% of undesired states.   

CODING TEM COMPONENTS - After identifying the TEM events, analysts 

assigned codes using the taxonomy found in Appendix A.  Although NOSS data are not 

analyzed prior to data verification, intra-class correlation coefficients are presented for 

threats and errors in Table 4.7 to indicate the level of reliability after the expert’s 

independent review.   
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Table 4.7: Expert Intra-Class Correlation Coefficients (Independent Review) 

TEM Component Experienced Analysts 
ICC 

P-Value 

Threats (N = 53) .88 < .001 

Errors (N = 27) .41 < .001 

There was little variation in the codes applied to threats, but a substantial amount 

of variance in the codes applied to errors.  In other words, the analysts were consistent in 

coding threats, but not in coding errors.  The lower level of consistency in applying error 

codes is not surprising as the expert analysts came for four different ATM providers with 

slightly different operating equipment and procedures.  For example, the procedure at one 

ATM provider was to input a piece of information into a computer while the procedure at 

another ATM provider was to write the information on a paper strip.  Consequently, an 

error in handling that information could be a computer entry error in one organization, 

and a strip-writing error in another. 

Since undesired states were not consistently identified during the independent 

review, reliability coefficients were not calculated for them. 

Expert Inter-Analyst Agreement Summary 

The expert inter-analyst study revealed that analysts consistently identified the 

threats and errors in narratives – 92% and 85% respectively were identified across 

observers.  Analysts were less adept though at identifying undesired states in the 

narratives.  Only 66% of undesired states were consistently identified.  Furthermore, 

analysts did not demonstrate a high degree of consistency in applying error codes.  It 

appears that an independent review by analysts is not sufficient to ensure reliability.   

It can be argued, however, that the consistent identification of threats and errors is 

the most critical task to demonstrate during analyst’s independent reviews.  Since the 
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identification of a threat or error is a prerequisite to assigning a code, and since all 

undesired states originate with a threat or error, it may still be possible to ascertain and 

assign appropriate codes and identify undesired states during the data verification session 

provided the observation narrative provides sufficient detail.   

The expert inter-analyst reliability study has several limitations.  First, the study 

utilized analysts who had a high degree of familiarity with NOSS and TEM.  Many future 

deployments of NOSS may not include individuals with such a high level of TEM 

expertise; therefore the NOSS process must accommodate novices with a minimal 

amount of training. The biggest limitation with the expert inter-analyst study, however, is 

that it did not include a data verification session.  The data verification process is one of 

the ten characteristics of NOSS designed to ensure data consistency.  Any reliability 

assessment of NOSS data that fails to take data verification into account would be 

incomplete.  Study three will closely mirror the NOSS process, including a simulated 

data verification session which will allow the impact of this critical step to be assessed. 

STUDY THREE: NOVICE INTER-ANALYST RELIABILITY 

Novice Inter-Analyst Study Purpose 

The second, more thorough, inter-analyst exercise attempted to recreate the NOSS 

process.  It addressed the shortcomings of the expert inter-analyst study by using novices 

and including data verification session.  Since the novice inter-analyst study closely 

followed the NOSS process and included a simulated data verification session, it is 

considered the most critical of the three NOSS reliability studies.  

Novice Inter-Analyst Study Subjects/Procedures  

The novice exercise employed four analysts from the Federal Aviation 

Administration’s facility evaluations unit with no previous TEM & NOSS experience.  

The study was five days in duration, and was led by the author of this document at the 

FAA’s William J. Hughes Technical Center in Atlantic City, New Jersey.  In order to 
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maximize the investigation’s validity, the exercise was designed to approximate the 

NOSS process given the extant constraints.  This five-day reliability exercise consisted of 

the following: 

1. Days one and two: classroom training: The novice analysts underwent two days 

of classroom training that were similar in structure and content to NOSS observer 

training.   

2. Day three: simulated observation experience8: NOSS trial observers have 

reported that observing threats, errors, and undesired states, as well as how 

controllers manage them in actual observations subsequent to observer training, 

has served as good reinforcement for the TEM framework. In an attempt to 

recreate this experiential effect, the novice analysts were placed in pairs and 

instructed to observe an air traffic controller working traffic on a high fidelity 

simulator9.  While time constraints prevented analysts from writing up their 

observations, debriefing sessions and a review of their field notes indicated a high 

degree of overlap in the events captured by observers during the simulated 

sessions10. 

3. Day four: independent coding of NOSS observations: Each analyst independently 

read a series of de-identified NOSS narratives and was asked to identify and code 

any TEM components (Refer to Illustrations 4.1 and 4.2 earlier in the chapter). 

4. Day five: simulated data verification: During this component of the exercise, 

analysts discussed any discrepancies in their identification and coding of TEM 

                                                 
8 The author would like to thank Earl Stein and Sehchang Hah at the FAA’s William J. Hughes Technical 
Center for their assistance in carrying out the simulations. 
9 It is exceedingly difficult to recreate truly “normal” operations through simulation, thus limiting the 
experiential effect for the novice analysts.  For instance, while the high fidelity simulator used in this 
exercise employed actual “ghost” pilots, it did not employ other controllers working adjacent airspace – a 
crucial factor for recreating the normalcy of operations considering the data that has been collected in the 
NOSS field trials.   
Additionally, the experiential effect may be larger for the NOSS trial observers as they often conduct their 
first observations within their own airspace.  Many observers report that viewing their airspace through the 
lens of the TEM framework makes them see it in a different manner.   
10 A large degree of overlap would be expected given the high face validity of the TEM framework.   
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components.  Unlike actual NOSS data verification, where a data point would be 

dropped if participants were not in consensus of its legitimacy as a TEM 

component, the reliability analysis participants were given the opportunity to 

change their coding of events. 

Novice Intra-Analyst Study Results & Discussion 

IDENTIFYING TEM COMPONENTS - As in the previous reliability studies, an 

analyst’s first task wass to identify TEM components.  Reliability can be assessed in a 

number of ways, the simplest of which is to calculate percentage agreement for each pair 

of analysts (Hartman, 1982; Uebersex, 2007).  Table 4.8 contains the occurrence 

agreement for each pair of analysts; first for all TEM components, and then for each 

component individually.  The last two columns depict the averaged agreement for novice 

and experienced analysts. 

Table 4.8: Novice Analyst Occurrence Agreement  

TEM 
Compon

ent 

A1 vs. 
A2 

A1 vs. 
A3 

A1 vs. 
A4 

A2 vs. 
A3 

A2 vs. 
A4 

A3 vs. 
A4 

Novice 
Avg 

Expert 
Avg 

Combined   
(N= 71) 72% 77% 70% 70% 82% 65% 73% 74% 

Threats     
(N = 42) 86% 71% 68% 75% 71% 65% 73% 77% 

Errors      
(N = 22) 67% 83% 71% 78% 89% 73% 77% 71% 

Undesired 
States  

(N = 7) 
64% 70% 64% 36% 77% 36% 53% 54% 

Respectable levels of agreement were evident in the identification of threats and 

errors (77% vs. 71%, respectively) with considerably lower levels of agreement for 

undesired states (54%).  The lower levels of agreement with undesired states did not 

greatly affect the overall average, as undesired states occurred less frequency than threats 
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and errors.  Agreement levels were similar between the experienced NOSS observers and 

the novices. 

As noted in Study Two, the occurrence agreement provides an overly pessimistic 

view on consistency as the false identification of TEM components carries little 

consequence in NOSS as they will be expunged during the data verification process.  

Therefore, a more meaningful measure of reliability is to measure the consistency with 

which analysts identified TEM components against the gold standard of what was 

indentified during the actual NOSS field trial data verification sessions.  Analyst 

accuracy in identifying TEM components is shown in Table 4.9.  Hit rates are shown for 

each novice analyst, as well as the novice and expert averages. 

Table 4.9: Novice Analyst Accuracy  

TEM 
Component A1 vs. GS A2 vs. GS A3 vs. GS A4 vs. GS Novice Avg 

vs. GS Expert Avg 

Combined 
(N= 71) 

85% 79% 79% 78% 80% 88% 

Threats     
(N = 42) 88% 78% 88% 78% 83% 92% 

Errors       
(N = 22) 

86% 86% 86% 81% 81% 85% 

Undesired 
States  

(N = 7) 
67% 67% 67% 67% 63% 66% 

As expected, agreement against the gold standard was higher than pair-wise 

occurrence agreement.  Overall, the pattern of findings obtained from the novice analysts 

mirror those obtained with the expert analysts – they performed quite well at identifying 

threats and errors, but were not so good at identifying undesired states.  Additionally, the 

experienced NOSS analysts showed slightly higher levels of consistency/accuracy than 

the novice analysts.  This is largely attributable to their superior performance in 
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identifying threats, which may be due to the experiential effect of conducting in vivo 

observations in their own airspace. 

CODING TEM COMPONENTS - After identifying the TEM events, analysts 

assigned codes using the taxonomy found in Appendix A.  Although NOSS data are not 

analyzed prior to data verification, intra-class correlation coefficients are presented in 

Table 4.10 to indicate the level of reliability after the independent review.  For both the 

experienced and novice analysts, there was little variation in the codes applied to threats, 

but a substantial amount of variance in the codes applied to errors.  In other words, as 

with the expert analysts, novice analysts were consistent in coding threats, but not in 

coding errors.  Since undesired states were not consistently identified during the 

independent review, reliability coefficients were not calculated for them at this stage. 

Table 4.10: Novice ICC Coefficients (Independent Review) 

TEM Component Novice Analysts 
ICC 

P-Value 

Threats (N = 42) .83 < .001 

Errors (N = 22) .52 < .01 

IDENTIFYING TEM COMPONENTS: THE IMPACT OF DATA VERIFICATION - The 

comparatively low levels of reliability in identifying undesired states may be less 

problematic than it initially appears.  By definition, all undesired states originate from 

threats or errors.  Since threats and errors are readily identified, it is likely that these 

events would be well described in the observation narrative.  A good description of the 

events allows for the identification of undesired states during the data verification 

process.  The impact of the data verification process can be gleaned by re-examining the 

occurrence agreement and analyst accuracy after the simulated data verification session, 

where analysts were able to discuss and alter their codes.  The simple occurrence 

agreement percentage for each analyst pair is presented in Table 4.11.  Analyst accuracy 
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for identifying TEM components subsequent to data verification is then presented in 

Table 4.12. 

Table 4.11: Novice Analyst Pair Occurrence Agreement post Data Verification 

TEM 
Component A1 vs. A2 A1 vs. A3 A1 vs. A4 A2 vs. A3 A2 vs. A4 A3 vs. 

A4 AVG 

Combined 
(N= 71) 87% 87% 85% 84% 89% 87% 87% 

Threats     
(N = 42) 88% 91% 82% 86% 88% 84% 87% 

Errors       
(N = 22) 96% 92% 96% 92% 96% 96% 95% 

Undesired 
States  

(N = 7) 
70% 73% 73% 60% 78% 80% 72% 

Table 4.12: Novice Analyst Accuracy post Data Verification 

TEM 
Component A1 vs. GS A2 vs. GS A3 vs. GS A4 vs. GS AVG vs. GS 

Combined   
(N= 71) 94% 92% 96% 96% 95% 

Threats         
(N = 42) 

93% 90% 95% 93% 93% 

Errors          
(N = 22) 

95% 95% 100% 100% 98% 

Undesired 
States  

(N = 7) 
100% 86% 86% 100% 93% 

The levels of reliability increased for each TEM component after the simulated 

data verification session, calculated both by simple occurrence agreement and against the 

gold standard.  While the simulated data verification session led to higher levels of 

agreement for all TEM components, the improvement in identifying undesired states is 

the most informative and important result.  After the data verification session, analysts 

missed very few undesired states that were identified during the actual NOSS field trial 

data verification sessions; two analysts identified all of the undesired states, while two 
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analysts identified 86% of them.  Yet the identification of undesired states, while 

respectable, still lagged in comparison to threats and errors  

CODING TEM COMPONENTS: THE IMPACT OF DATA VERIFICATION - The 

critical assessment of coding reliability comes after the data verification session.  The 

data verification session is built into the NOSS process to serve as a check for 

consistency, and to ensure reliability.  Two-way, random effects intra-class correlation 

models were produced to assess how much variance there was in the codes assigned to 

TEM components by analysts.  The results are presented in Table 4.13. 

Subsequent to data verification, there was very little variation in the codes applied 

to TEM events by the analysts, particularly with threats and undesired states.  Put another 

way, observers consistently applied codes to threats, errors, and undesired states after 

data verification. 

Table 4.13: Novice ICC Coefficients post Data Verification 

TEM Component Post-Data Verification ICC P-Value 

Threats (N = 42) .96 < .001 

Errors (N = 22) .71 < .001 

Undesired States (N = 7) .95 < .001 

As noted earlier, Cohen’s Kappa is an often used measure of inter-rater reliability 

in aviation psychology, but is not the most suitable test for the current analysis.  

Nevertheless, Kappa values were calculated, as they can serve as an approximation for 

the Intra-class correlations presented in Table 4.14.  If the Kappa coefficients are similar 

to the intra-class correlation coefficients, we can say with a higher degree of confidence 

that analysts consistently apply codes to TEM events. 
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Table 4.14: Novice Cohen’s Kappa Coefficients post Data Verification 

TEM 
Component A1 vs. A2 A1 vs. A3 A1 vs. A4 A2 vs. A3 A2 vs. A4 

A3 vs. 
A4 AVG 

Threats     
(N = 42) .82 .84 .77 .77 .77 .75 .79 

Errors       
(N = 22) 

.82 .86 .96 .77 .87 .91 .87 

Unsdesired 
States       

(N = 7) 
.79 .69 .69 .69 .89 .79 .76 

Landis and Koch (1977) contend that Kappa levels greater than .80 indicate 

almost perfect agreement, while levels of about .60 indicate substantial agreement.  The 

results presented in Table 4.14 show that the novice analysts showed outstanding 

agreement in coding TEM components subsequent to data verification.  Considering the 

coefficients obtained from the intra-class correlation and Cohen’s Kappa analyses, it is 

apparent that subsequent to data verification, analysts apply codes to TEM events 

consistently. 

Novice Inter-Analyst Agreement Summary 

The results of the novice analyst’s independent reviews were similar to the results 

of the expert analyst’s independent reviews.  Both groups consistently identified threats 

and errors, yet struggled to identify undesired states.  Furthermore, both groups 

consistently applied threat codes, but were not as consistent in applying error codes.   

The exact reason for lower levels of consistency in identifying undesired states is 

unclear.  One factor could be the lower sample size of undesired states as compared to 

threats and errors.  Experiential effects are an unlikely explanation, as the same pattern 

was observed with both experienced and novice analysts.  Additionally, a review of the 

analyst’s errors in identifying undesired states did not reveal any discernable pattern that 

could explain the lower reliability levels.   
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The explanation, however, may be the result of a more general phenomenon 

rather than specific aspects of the undesired states that were misidentified.  For example, 

it has been widely reported that reliability decreases as the base rate of a phenomena 

decreases (Shrout, Spitzer, & Fleiss, 1987; Bartko, 1991; Acklin, McDowell, Verschell, 

& Chan, 2000).  Undesired states occur far less frequently than threats and errors, and 

consequently, analysts may have less familiarity with the concept of undesired states and 

therefore have more difficulty identifying them. 

An additional explanation could lay in the nature of undesired states.  While 

threats and errors are more easily defined and are specific events that occur in time, 

undesired states are more conceptually complex – they occur as a result of the impact that 

threats and errors have on the controller’s operating position and traffic.  Identifying 

undesired states, which are outcome based, may be more difficult than identifying threats 

and errors, which are event based.   

The lack of consistency in identifying undesired states provided a critical test of 

the effectiveness of the data verification session.  Threats and errors are easily identified, 

and by extension, likely to be described in the observation narratives.  Since the 

identification of a threat or error is a prerequisite to assigning a code, and since all 

undesired states originate with a threat or error, it is still possible to ascertain and assign 

appropriate codes and identify undesired states during the data verification session.  The 

most informative aspect of Study three, therefore, was the impact of the simulated data 

verification session.  In general, agreement increased to a very high level for identifying 

and coding all TEM components when analysts had an opportunity to discuss the 

scenarios.  The dramatic increases in consistency amongst analysts after the simulated 

data verification session demonstrates the importance of this critical data quality 

safeguard. 
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Reliability Summary 

The NOSS methodology was designed using systematic observation principles in 

order to enhance reliability.  More specifically, data collection is guided by the TEM 

framework, which is high in face validity and does not require the observer to make 

inferences.  Observers record their observations on a TEM-based data collection 

instrument that solicits a description of events separate from an observer’s interpretation 

or evaluation of events.  Prior to collecting data, observers undergo an intensive training 

curriculum that covers the TEM framework, data collection instrument, and observation 

protocols, and allows for the calibration of observers in their application of the 

framework and use of the data collection instrument.  Finally, no analyses are initiated 

prior to the data verification process, which ensures that all events fit the TEM criteria, 

and are properly and consistently coded.   

The reliability exercises conducted using NOSS narratives indicate that threats 

and errors are consistently identified across time and individuals.  The high levels of 

reliability and accuracy in identifying threats and errors support the notion that TEM is 

quickly grasped and accepted by controllers.  Since analysts consistently identify threats 

and errors, it is logical to conclude that they would identify these events when conducting 

observations and include them in their observation narrative.  In the independent reviews 

of the inter-analyst studies, there were some inconsistencies in identifying undesired 

states and applying error codes, but these inconstancies disappeared when analysts had 

the opportunity to talk about discrepancies during the data verification session.   
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Chapter Five: Validity 

The utility of any instrument depends on its validity.  Simply put, validity refers 

to the extent to which an instrument measures what it intends to measure. Often, past 

observational research has addressed validity ineffectually (Cone, 1982).  Part of the 

reason for the inadequate treatment of validity may be due to the fact that some 

researchers view observational methods as inherently valid because they are based on 

direct observations as opposed to contrived experiments (Goldfried & Linehan, 1977).  

Many consider observational methodologies to produce among the most valid results in a 

range of investigative tools, yet paradoxically, they tend to receive far less scrutiny to 

ensure that they are, in fact, producing valid results.   

One potential explanation for the poor treatment of validity in observational 

research is ambiguity in declaring the exact aim of the study (Cone, 1982).  The question 

of what is being observed and for what purposes is central to assessing the validity of an 

instrument.  NOSS differs from many instruments in the social sciences, which aim to 

measure theoretical concepts and inform the research community: it was developed to be 

an operational tool to provide safety data to Safety Management Systems about ATM 

system performance during normal operations. 

The belief that observational methodologies enjoy high levels of validity is not 

entirely groundless.  Observational methodologies benefit from high levels of ecological 

validity, as they are employed in the field rather than in artificial laboratory settings, and 

will likely capture a more realistic array of variables, particularly in realms as complex 

and dynamic as ATM.  However, aspects of how these studies are conducted can negate 

the inherent advantages of ecological validity in observational methodologies.  Therefore, 

observational methods must demonstrate that they have captured important information 

and addressed salient threats to observational methods, chiefly observer reactivity. 
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Validity is a multi-faceted concept that can prove difficult to demonstrate, 

particularly in observational research (Cone, 1982; Neundorf, 2002).  It is inferred from 

the manner in which an instrument is constructed and its convergence with other sources 

of information (DeVellis, 1991).  This chapter will discuss the multiple aspects of 

validity, and discuss how the design of the NOSS methodology takes them into 

consideration.  The chapter will conclude by highlighting four case studies from the 

NOSS trials. 

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 

Construct validity deals with the degree to which an instrument measures the 

concept it was designed to measure.  It is the most difficult type of validity to establish as 

it is often based on a characteristic that is difficult to define; consequently it can seldom 

be addressed adequately in a single study (Bove, 2002). 

The construct of interest in NOSS is safety, which is an exceptionally difficult 

concept to define, much less measure.  Safety is a dynamic non-event (Weick & Sutcliffe, 

2001).  An underlying assumption of NOSS, however, is that information on the threats, 

errors, and undesired states that occur during operations will provide information on 

where safety shortcomings may lie.   

CONTENT AND FACE VALIDITY 

Both content and face validity concern whether an instrument addresses relevant 

aspects of the domain of interest.  According to Allen and Yen (1979), face validity is 

established when an individual, whether an expert or novice, determines that an 

instrument measures the relevant trait.  Content validity, on the other hand, is established 

through a rational analysis of the content that an instrument is to measure (Allen & Yen, 

1979).  Cone (1982) suggests that when conducting applied research, content validity can 

be established by consulting subject matter experts on the domain to be measured.  NOSS 
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data collection is driven by the TEM framework, so demonstrating the validity of the 

TEM framework speaks to both the face and content validity of NOSS.   

The TEM framework simultaneously focuses on the operating environment, and 

how controllers perform within that context.  Thus, using TEM to guide data collection 

ensures that NOSS captures safety-related information pertaining both to the 

environment, and how controllers work within that environment.  As noted in Chapter 

Four, subject matter experts from the ICAO NOSS Study Group deemed the TEM 

framework to be highly relevant to ATM operations (ICAO, 2005; in press; Henry, 

2006).  Additionally, middle and senior level ATM managers have indicated that NOSS 

data have been useful in guiding training and uncovering early indicators of potential 

safety pitfalls (FAA, 2006; Shepherd, 2006). 

The widespread employment of TEM in the aviation industry suggests its 

practical significance in understanding and managing safety.  In addition to normal 

operations monitoring programs, TEM has guided data collection for incident reporting 

programs (Jones & Tesmer, 1999; Harper, 2003), and served as an analytical tool to 

investigate incidents and accidents (IATA, 2008).  TEM also provides the foundation for 

human factors training programs at numerous airlines and ATM providers around the 

world (Down, 2005; Klinect, 2005).   

 TEM is also being incorporated into licensing and standard requirements (Merritt 

& Klinect, 2006).  As of 2006, TEM concepts have been incorporated into several 

annexes of the Chicago Convention of International Civil Aviation.  In Annex 1 

(Personnel Licensing), TEM is now a requirement for all pilot and ATCO licenses 

(standard).  Annex 6 was amended to require TEM for all initial and recurrent flight crew 

training.  In Annex 14 (Aerodromes), the new Safety Management System standards 

highlight LOSA and NOSS as recommended practices for normal operations monitoring.     
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The widespread adoption of the TEM framework by training, investigative and 

regulatory leaders around the world attests to both the face and content validity of TEM 

as applied to NOSS.  

INSTRUMENT VALIDITY 

An instrument may capture information on relevant content, yet still not provide 

the desired data due to the construction or deployment of the instrument.  Instrument 

validity is an aspect of internal validity that concerns the extent to which a tool captures 

the phenomenon it purports to measure (Brinberg & Kidder, 1982).  NOSS, for example, 

aims to collect data that reflect normal operations.  If, for example, the data collected 

during NOSS were more reflective of performance during proficiency checks than 

normal operations, instrument validity would suffer. 

Cone (1982) contends that poor specification of the purpose of observational 

systems can hamper assessing the validity of such tools.  It is important, therefore, to 

clearly state the intended purpose of NOSS.  As noted in Chapter Two, mechanisms 

already exist in ATM to ensure individual proficiency and to learn from system failures. 

NOSS was designed to fill a void in safety management systems by providing a snapshot 

of ATM system performance prior to failures – in other words, under typical operating 

conditions.  To accomplish this, NOSS must capture safety data that reflects what occurs 

during normal shifts.   

A THREAT TO INTERNAL VALIDITY – OBSERVER REACTIVITY 

Studies suggest that the presence of an observer can affect the behavior of those 

being observed (Dancer, Braukmann, Schumaker, Kirigin, Wilner, & Wolf, 1978; Haynes 

& Horn, 1982; Jones, 1990).  The presence of observers can lead to individuals faking 

desirable behaviors - a pervasive finding that is sometimes called the Hawthorne Effect 

(Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939; Rosenberg, 1969; Wiggins, 1973).  This artificial 

behavior largely results from the observer’s presence and is likely to end once they leave.  
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Consequently, the data collected under such conditions may not be representative of how 

the system typically operates.  

While reactivity poses a threat to all observational research, it is of particular 

concern to NOSS.  As noted in Chapter Two, when air traffic controllers are observed, it 

is usually during formal performance checks.  Individuals who carry out these checks 

wield punitive powers over the controllers, which may amplify controllers’ reactivity to 

observers.   

If controllers perceive NOSS observers similarly to those who conduct formal 

checks, or as “management spies,” observer reactivity becomes a concern (McKinnon, 

1988).  In this scenario, controllers would likely perform “by the book.”  In other words, 

they would strictly adhere to procedures, use proper phraseology, and attempt to perform 

flawlessly rather than typically. As a result, the data would not reflect the shortcuts and 

adaptations controllers use to handle traffic, and would not reflect system performance 

during normal conditions.  Since NOSS aims to capture data on normal system 

performance, it is imperative that the data collected is as closely representative of normal 

performance as possible11. 

The NOSS methodology relies on the observational research design literature and 

years of experience in developing and running observational programs in aviation to 

mitigate the risk of observer reactivity.  A number of characteristics that define NOSS, as 

noted in Chapter Three, were designed to minimize observer reactivity and increase 

controller trust in the NOSS process (Klinect, 2005; Lauridsen, 2005; Henry, 2006; 

Wright, 2007).  

                                                 
11 A note on surreptitious monitoring of controllers: While many ATM providers have the technology to 
monitor radar displays and controller-pilot communications remotely, such efforts would not capture all of 
the context, nor the rich details that only an observer could capture.  Furthermore, such efforts may 
undermine the buy-in from staff that is so important to the safety change process.  
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STEPS TO MINIMIZE OBSERVER REACTIVITY – ENHANCING CONTROLLER TRUST 

Data Collection is De-identified, Confidential, and Non-Punitive 

Obtaining controller trust is imperative for running a successful NOSS.  If 

controllers do not trust the NOSS process, the data gathered will differ little from check 

and audit scenarios.  If a NOSS observation is ever used for disciplinary purposes, the 

credibility of the entire NOSS program, as well as any other safety program predicated on 

a safety culture, will be compromised.  In other words, a single misuse of a NOSS 

observation can jeopardize any safety programs that rely on voluntary actions by 

controllers.  Conversely, a properly executed NOSS can indicate that the organization is 

mature enough to accept information that may highlight weaknesses in its operations. 

The first step in securing controller trust is to obtain the service provider’s 

assurance that all data will be kept de-identified, confidential, and will never be used for 

punitive purposes.  At no time do observers record names, employee numbers, dates, or 

any information that can identify an individual controller.  The only information collected 

is the position being observed, and the time of day the observation is conducted.  At no 

time may an observer report an observed event to management for disciplinary 

purposes12. 

As a further measure of protection, all NOSS observations are kept confidential.  

Observers are discouraged from discussing their observations, which serves to protect not 

only the observed controller, but the observer as well.  The Service Provider will not 

know which observer conducted a particular observation, which ensures that pressure 

cannot be applied to observers to reveal the identity of observed controllers.   

                                                 
12 These protections should not be interpreted as giving observed controllers immunity for events that 
happen during an observation.  It is just that an observer can never identify a controller or turn a controller 
in to a manager for something that was observed during a NOSS observation.  In the event that an incident 
occurs during a NOSS, the observed controller is still bound by the usual reporting requirements. 
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The NOSS is jointly supported by management / controllers association  

The anonymous, confidential, and non-punitive nature of NOSS should be 

recognized with a letter of agreement between management and the controller’s 

association.  The letter indicates that both parties are partners in, and supportive of 

NOSS.  It should then be widely distributed to controllers in order to enhance trust and 

credibility in the NOSS process (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Klinect, 2005).  

Controller participation is voluntary 

All NOSS observations are conducted with the consent of the controller working 

the observed position.  The rationale for voluntary participation is to further distinguish 

NOSS observations from the formal check and audit process.  This is an important 

element in making NOSS a non-threatening process, thus helping to ensure that normal 

behavior is observed as opposed to “angel” behavior.  High denial rates may indicate a 

lack of trust, which is cause for concern.  The denial rates in the NOSS field trials have 

been very low – less than one per fifty observations13. 

Observations are conducted in an over-the-shoulder manner during normal 
operations with clearly defined stop rules 

NOSS observations are conducted by an observer positioned next to, or behind, a 

controller working an operational position.  The scientific literature on observational 

methods indicates that more intrusive methods bring about higher degrees of observer 

reactivity (Wiggins, 1973).  For instance, providing feedback to observed individuals on 

what was noted during the period of observation leads them to monitor their behaviors 

and act in a less normal fashion (Kazdin, 1974; Richards, Anderson, & Baker, 1978). 

NOSS, therefore, is strictly constrained to direct observations made by the observer and 

does not include interviews or debriefings with the observed controller.  The NOSS 

                                                 
13 This Information was provided by the author of this document. 
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methodology argues that controllers who know there will be a post-observation 

debriefing or interview are likely to modify their behavior. 

The purpose of NOSS is to collect data during normal operations.  

Correspondingly, several conditions preclude the scope of NOSS.  First, should an 

incident occur, the NOSS observation is automatically terminated as the situation no 

longer falls under “normal operations.”  The observation is not written up if the data are 

captured by the incident investigation process. If, however, there is no indication that the 

incident was captured by the existing mechanisms, the NOSS observation would 

continue.   

Additionally, it is recommended NOSS not be deployed in training situations.  

Training situations are evaluative in nature, and it is easier for organizations to discount 

poor results if they can rationalize that they were due to the actions of controllers who 

were not fully qualified (Drury, 1990). 

Trusted, trained and standardized observers are used for data collection 

One of the biggest factors behind the success of a NOSS is the selection and 

training of observers.  To foster trust, it is imperative to select observers who are 

respected and trusted within the organization.  Observer acceptance among the group 

being observed is one of the most important factors in reactivity – those who are not 

accepted or trusted will induce controllers to monitor their behavior, thus diluting the 

quality of the data (Kirmeyer, 1985).  As a result, individuals who wield punitive powers 

over the observed controllers would likely elicit angel behavior.  Therefore, evaluators 

and managers do not tend to make good NOSS observers.  In order to increase acceptance 

on the floor, it is recommended that the majority of the NOSS observers be regular 

controllers.   

An argument can be made, however, for selecting a diverse group of observers.  

Including observers from different departments with varying degrees of experience in the 

NOSS process can enhance data quality by getting a variety of perspectives. Additionally, 
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utilizing a diverse group of observers can increase buy-in throughout the organization, 

which can be particularly helpful during the safety change efforts that follow NOSS. 

One elegant method of selecting observers in a manner that is likely to satisfy 

both management and the controllers’ association is to have both groups draft a list of 

individuals they believe to be suitable observers.  By selecting names that appear on both 

lists, the team of observers is likely to be supported by both parties (Klinect, 2005).   

Data are sent to, and stored at, a trusted data collection repository 

A data collection repository trusted by both controllers and the organization helps 

enhance the credibility of the NOSS process.  Controllers and observers must believe that 

there is no chance for observations to be misplaced or misused for disciplinary purposes.  

Furthermore, the service provider must be comfortable that the data will not be revealed 

in a manner that could be harmful or embarrassing to the organization.  One option is to 

use a neutral third party to handle the data. 

Summary of Observer Reactivity Countermeasures 

The conditions mentioned above are critical to enhancing controller trust in the 

NOSS process, which is needed to ensure that controllers do not display angel 

performance.  If controllers were to display angel performance, instrument validity would 

suffer as NOSS would not be capturing data that are representative of normal operations.  

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the strategies enacted to mitigate observer 

reactivity, some findings from the NOSS field trials will be discussed. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF OBSERVER REACTIVITY STRATEGIES 

On average, approximately three errors have been observed per hour of 

observation.  Errors resulting from non-standard phraseology and non-operational 

conversation, which are among the easiest behaviors for controllers to self-monitor, were 

observed in 20-40% of observations across the NOSS trials.  Some additional behaviors 
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observed during NOSS that would not likely be seen during proficiency checks include 

controllers reading magazines, dozing, and walking away from the operational position.   

The number of reportable incidents seen during NOSS serves as another indicator 

that controllers were not displaying angel performance.  Reportable incidents, although 

not severe in nature, were observed on 10% of observations14.  These incidents included: 

 Clearing aircraft below minimum vectoring altitudes 

 Clearing an aircraft to land on a runway under the jurisdiction of another 

controller 

 Aircraft progressing through entire sectors without being on frequency 

 Aircraft being 20 miles into the next sector without being handed off 

 Aircraft out of contact and with expired search and rescue times not investigated  

The events observed during NOSS indicate that controllers are not performing 

“by the book” during observations.  If controllers were demonstrating angel performance, 

NOSS would be unlikely to capture so many procedural violations, workarounds and 

incidents.  As a result, it can be concluded that NOSS does capture system performance 

that differs qualitatively and quantitatively from performance checks, and better reflects 

typical performance than angel performance.  The distinction between NOSS data and 

data collected during jeopardy or more invasive conditions may best be summarized by a 

NOSS observer who has been a check controller:  

During Quality Assurance (QA) Checkrides, controllers are required to 
show that their abilities meet the standards laid out by various regulatory 
and company requirements.  QA checkrides therefore establish the 
baseline for controller proficiency and are measures of individual 
controller performance. The result is that I observe that controllers are 
capable of following standard procedures, but not how they conduct 
themselves under normal circumstances.  Adherence to procedures, proper 
phraseology and minimal use of ‘short cuts’ are evident during QA 

                                                 
14 If an incident occurs during a NOSS observation and is reported, or becomes known to the SMS through 
another mechanism, the observation is terminated as the information is already being captured and 
submitting the observation could identify the controller.  If, however, it is apparent that the event is not 
being captured by another mechanism, the observation will continue as the event would otherwise be 
unknown to the SMS.  
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checkrides – controllers appear to shift from safely moving traffic as 
efficiently as possible to ‘working to rule’. 

“NOSS observations take a wider view and gather information about 
system performance.  This perspective, coupled with a high level of trust 
in the NOSS process, results in controllers acting as though they are not 
being observed.  The absence of punishment for deviations from approved 
procedures, and the fact that observers are doing nothing more invasive 
than being a fly of the wall, creates an environment in which controllers 
feel comfortable to act as they as normally do.  As a NOSS observer, I 
have seen many situations where controllers acted substantially differently 
than if they had been undergoing a QA Checkride.  This is not to say that 
controllers were acting in an unsafe manner but that they were often 
adapting their work processes to move traffic in an efficient and safe 
manner as possible, not always in harmony with approved procedures.” 

“It is both good and necessary to determine the difference between what 
performance is expected and what is actually occurring.  NOSS 
observations provide ATSPs with hard data to identify the gaps between 
expected and actual system performance. --- provided by a NOSS observer 
who has conducted proficiency checks. 

 

CRITERION/CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 

Criterion validity addresses how the results generated by an instrument relate to 

results generated by other, similar types of instruments.  In the current context, NOSS 

results should produce findings that are distinguishable from, yet complementary to, 

existing sources of safety information such as incident reports.    

An instrument should predict outcomes or relate to some other source of known 

information.  The following section will discuss a sampling of NOSS findings across the 

trials associated with incident data, anecdotal reputations, accident and incident 

investigations, and the controllers’ own perceptions of their airspace and the manner in 

which they “move traffic.”   

NOSS CASE STUDIES 

NOSS Findings – Incident Data 

SITUATION – One Complex within an Area Control Center (ACC) had been 

experiencing an elevated number of incidents in which losses of separation were 
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occurring due to discrepancies in the cleared flight level of aircraft and what was 

indicated on the Flight Data Progress Strip (FDPS).  In other words, aircraft were being 

issued instructions, but the controller was not updating the FDPS to reflect the 

instructions given.  As a result, the controller’s representation of traffic at their 

workstation was not necessarily accurate and breakdowns of separation standards 

between aircraft were occurring.   

NOSS FINDINGS – The NOSS data indicated an elevated number of undesired 

states in which the FDPS did not match the cleared altitudes of aircraft.  These undesired 

states were identical to the situations that contributed to the incidents, and could be seen 

as analogous to incident pre-cursors.  By collecting data on how events transpire across 

time during normal operations, NOSS was able to provide additional information on the 

errors that lead to the undesired states and thus contributed to the incidents.  The NOSS 

data revealed that the strips were not being amended as clearances were given, as 

procedure dictates.  In some instances, the FDPS was amended well after the aircraft had 

been issued a clearance, serving more as a historical record of the clearance rather than a 

tool for representing the status of the aircraft.  Perhaps more concerning was the practice 

of amending the FDPS well before the clearance had been issued.  Interviews conducted 

with controllers as part of the safety change process, subsequent to the delivery of the 

NOSS report, indicated that controllers were ‘front-loading’ work due to a degree of 

interactions required with equipment in order to amend the FDPS. 

NOSS Findings – Anecdotal Reputations 

SITUATION – One sector within an Area Control Center had a reputation of being 

a challenging piece of airspace to work.  This reputation stemmed largely from the 

complaints of staff members who worked the sector, but there was little objective 

information to substantiate or elucidate that reputation. 

NOSS FINDINGS – The NOSS data revealed that more traffic, airspace, and 

equipment/workspace threats were observed in this sector as compared with other sectors.  
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Additionally, more procedural violations were observed in this sector due to the complex 

operating environment.  Finally, more undesired states were observed in this sector – 

particularly relating to scenarios where separation was not assured between aircraft.  In 

sum, the NOSS data corroborated the complaints of the controllers who worked this 

sector – it was a challenging piece of airspace, and as a result, safety margins were 

somewhat degraded.  The findings were particularly reputable because the majority of the 

observations conducted were made by impartial observers who did not work the sector.    

NOSS Findings – Runway Safety 

SITUATION – Controller monitoring of runway traffic is critical to safety, and can 

serve to trap errors committed by other controllers, pilots, and airport personnel.  

Monitoring of runway traffic can be an effective countermeasure to capture errors such as 

those made by the Comair flightcrew in Lexington during the August 2006 accident; had 

the controller noticed the aircraft lining up on the wrong runway, its takeoff clearance 

could have been cancelled and tragedy averted.  In fact, this very scenario occurred just 

weeks after the Comair crash, once again in Lexington.  A private aircraft was lined up 

on same runway erroneously used by the Comair pilots.  In this case, however, the air 

traffic controller noticed the mistake and cancelled the aircraft’s takeoff clearance. 

Monitoring runway and taxiway movements can also prevent runway incursions.  

Runway incursions, which involve the incorrect presence of an aircraft, vehicle or object 

on a runway being used for takeoffs or landings, can seriously threaten aviation safety 

(ALPA, 2007; NTSB, 2007).  While the causes of incursions are multifaceted, exemplary 

monitoring of runway and taxiway movements can facilitate the identification and 

mitigation of errors that can lead to incursions. 

NOSS FINDINGS – The NOSS trials have revealed vulnerabilities in monitoring 

runway activity, particularly after landing and takeoff clearances have been delivered to 

aircraft.  By issuing a clearance, it can be argued that controllers have fulfilled their 

requirement, but investigations of runway incursions (e.g. ATSB, 2007) and the Comair 
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accident (NTSB, 2007) highlight examples of how monitoring can contribute to safety 

after clearances have been issued. 

Examination of the observation narratives indicated that controllers were 

frequently distracted from monitoring aerodrome movements by dealing with automated 

messages appearing on their computer monitor.  Additionally, procedures pertaining to 

FDPS handling at one tower were further causing excessive “heads down” time, thus 

preventing the controllers from monitoring aerodrome activity.  Spurred by the NOSS 

findings, the ensuing safety change process found these messages and procedures to be 

unnecessary and harmful as they reduced monitoring of aerodrome operations. 

NOSS Findings – Comparing Workgroups 

SITUATION – Three contiguous Groups within an Area Control Center had 

substantially different operating environments.  While the disparate environments had not 

led to any particular problems, the differences had implications for training and 

procedural guidance within the three Groups. 

NOSS FINDINGS – The NOSS data for the three Groups, while highlighting some 

commonalities, painted disparate TEM profiles.  In other words, the operating 

environments of the three Groups were different, as were the controllers’ strategies to 

facilitate traffic movement.  The TEM profile of one of the Groups in particular indicated 

incongruence between the procedures and training given to controllers, and what was 

truly occurring during operations. 

A unique opportunity to address the construct validity of NOSS was provided in 

this fourth case.  The organization arranged for nearly all controllers to attend briefings 

on the NOSS findings.  Uniformly, the controllers accepted the results and often 

commented that the report was a good representation of their operating environment and 

a fair representation of how they “moved traffic.”  Interestingly, the Group with an 

elevated number of errors and undesired states did not challenge the accuracy of the 

report’s findings, but rather provided explanations of why they had to use certain 
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practices to facilitate traffic movements due to the airspace’s unique characteristics, some 

of which were indicated in the Complex’s threat profile.   

Validity Summary 

NOSS was developed as a means for collecting normal operations safety data as 

guided by the TEM framework, whose importance to safety is widely accepted in the 

aviation community (ICAO, 2005; FAA, 2006; Klinect & Merritt, 2007).  NOSS is based 

on systematic observation principles to reduce observer reactivity and help ensure that the 

data captured is reflective of actual performance, not angel performance.  The data 

collected in the NOSS field trials, and input from observers who have also served as 

check controllers and supervisors indicate these measure have been successful.  The 

NOSS results have overlapped with other sources of safety information yet have also 

provided a level of detail that the other sources have not.  These results have helped 

organizations identify areas of strength and weakness, and have framed issues to be 

addressed during the safety change process.  
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Chapter Six: Discussion 

This chapter provides a discussion of the Normal Operations Safety Survey.  It 

begins with a summary of the information presented in Chapters One thru Five and 

concludes with future directions for NOSS. 

NOSS Purpose and Data Credibility 

NOSS aims to inform ATM providers about safety by collecting data on threat 

and error management through direct observation of normal, everyday operations.  By 

monitoring normal operations, safety deficiencies can be identified prior to the 

occurrence of accidents or incidents.   

Put another way, the Air Traffic System, through its equipment, procedures, and 

training, was designed to function in a particular manner.  Once deployed, however, the 

system tends to drift from its baseline or intended design.  The cause of this drift ranges 

from factors such as interactions with other (changing) systems, equipment malfunctions 

and obsolescence, new equipment or components, new regulations and shifting 

procedures, unforeseen circumstances, and natural human behavior. NOSS aims to 

capture how the system behaves as opposed to how it was designed to function. 

NOSS was designed using systematic observation principles, which are reflected 

in the operating characteristics that define NOSS.  The characteristics that help ensure 

consistent and quality data are summarized in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1: NOSS Operating Characteristics Designed to Enhance Data Quality 

NOSS Characteristics Designed to Enhance Reliability
 
 Systematic TEM based data collection instrument – The TEM framework, which has high face validity amongst 

controllers, guides data collection and thus helps standardize the information that is recorded by observers.  The 
systematic data collection instrument further serves to standardize observations by encouraging an objective 
description of observed events that is devoid of evaluations that may be more susceptible to individual biases. 

 
 Trusted, trained and calibrated observers – Observers receive extensive instruction in the observation protocols and 

the TEM framework, including the examination and discussion of numerous sample scenarios. 
 
 Data verification process – All TEM events are reviewed by organizational representatives to ensure that they fit 

TEM criteria and are properly coded.  Coding discrepancies, observer biases, and questions arising from the data 
can be addressed by the representatives who are familiar with the local working environment 

 
NOSS Characteristics Designed to Enhance Validity

 Systematic TEM based data collection instrument – Data collection is premised on TEM, a framework that has 
gained widespread acceptance amongst front line operators, safety managers, and academics within the aviation 
community.  This widespread acceptance and adoption throughout the aviation industry speaks to both the face and 
content validity of the TEM framework. 

 
 A number of characteristics that define NOSS were designed to minimize the threat of observer reactivity, which is a 

major threat to internal validity in observational research.  These strategies aim to enhance controller trust in the 
NOSS process and increase the likelihood they will not monitor their behavior and display “Angel Performance” as 
they would during proficiency checks.  These strategies include: 

 
 Data collection is de-identified, confidential, and non-punitive – If controllers fear reprisal for behaviors 

observed during a NOSS observation, they will certainly display “Angel Performance.”  The first step in 
securing controller trust is to ensure they will not be disciplined as a result of a NOSS observation. 

 
 NOSS is jointly supported by management and controller representatives – The anonymous, confidential, and 

non-punitive nature of NOSS should be signified with a letter of agreement between management and the 
controller’s association.  The letter indicates that both parties are partners in, and supportive of, NOSS and is a 
major step in obtaining controller trust. 

 
 Data are collected during unobtrusive over-the-shoulder observations – Reactivity is a bigger threat as methods 

become more intrusive and evaluative in nature (e.g. training and proficiency checks).  NOSS therefore, adheres 
to unobtrusive “fly-on-the-wall” principles in which observers do not query controllers about why they are 
performing certain actions.  Further, observations are not conducted if there are any sort of formal evaluations 
occurring. 

 
 Controller participation is voluntary – Voluntary participation further distinguishes NOSS observations from 

formal checks and audits, thus helping to make NOSS a non-threatening process. 
 

 Trusted, trained and calibrated observers – Observer acceptance among the group being observed is one of the 
most important factors in reactivity – those who are not accepted or trusted will induce controllers to monitor 
their behavior, thus diluting the quality of the data. 

 
 Trusted data collection repository - Controllers and observers must believe that there is no chance for 

observations to be misplaced or misused for disciplinary purposes.  Furthermore, the service provider must be 
comfortable that the data will not be misplaced in a manner that could be embarrassing to the organization. 

 

The data quality safeguards employed to ensure reliable data were demonstrated 

to be effective in a series of reliability studies assessing the consistency with which TEM 

components were identified and coded.  These studies showed that threats and errors 
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were consistently identified across time and analysts, meaning that observers are likely 

able to identify threats and errors during their observations and thus describe them in the 

narratives.  If threats and errors are sufficiently described in the observation narratives, 

other shortcomings can be addressed during the data verification session, as demonstrated 

during the reliability studies. 

NOSS provides safety-relevant data that is reflective of normal operations.  The 

data collected during the field trials, are qualitatively different than the data seen during 

more formal observations such as proficiency checks or audits.  It appears that NOSS is 

capturing data that is more characteristic of “natural behavior” than “angel behavior.”  

Additionally, the field trials indicate that NOSS results are consistent with, yet add detail 

and context to, other sources of safety information.  In sum, NOSS appears to be 

producing credible and useful data for ATM providers. 

NOSS WITHIN A SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

In an attempt to identify and improve potential areas of weakness, ATM Providers 

are developing Safety Management Systems (SMS) to assess their vulnerabilities to 

accidents.  The capabilities of SMSs should include means to continuously assess and 

monitor the safety performance of the ATM provider with the intent of identifying and 

rectifying conditions that could lead to accidents.   

In order to assess and monitor safety performance, SMSs utilize multiple streams 

of data to accrue safety information across the spectrum of operations. Most of the 

traditional sources of safety data used to monitor system safety provide rich information 

on abnormal occurrences, such as operating irregularities or incidents. The traditional 

sources, however, provide little or no insight on system performance unless a certain 

threshold is breached and the system is operating in an abnormal state.  Without using 

additional data sources to augment occurrence and event reporting, the profile of system 

performance will be based largely on abnormalities, with scant information on system 
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performance during the majority of the time when that threshold has not been crossed.  

Therefore it is important to augment the traditional sources of safety data used within 

SMSs with a normal operations monitoring program such as NOSS.   

NOSS contributes to SMSs by providing a proactive and predictive source of 

data.  By capturing data reflective of normal operations, ATM providers can develop a 

more complete profile of system performance and proactively identify vulnerabilities that 

may be predictive of future events.  

NOSS SUPPORT 

NOSS enjoys the support of several influential aviation organizations who serve 

as educational resources within the ATM community.  First, NOSS was developed at the 

behest of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).  According to ICAO, 

which is the United Nations division responsible for global civil aviation regulations and 

standards, all member nations will have to include some means of normal operations 

monitoring within their safety management system in the near future.  ICAO plans on 

endorsing NOSS as a best practice for monitoring ATM safety during normal operations. 

The International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers (IFATCA), which 

represents over 50,000 air traffic controllers in more than 130 countries, also supports 

NOSS (Lauridsen, 2005; Wright, 2007).  The support of IFATCA and their member 

associations has been instrumental in obtaining joint management / controller’s 

association sponsorship.  This joint support is fundamental to making controllers 

comfortable with the NOSS process and lessening the likelihood that controllers will 

display “angel behavior” during the NOSS, which would dilute the utility of the data.  

Additionally, some high level association representatives have indicated that the trust 

garnered through conducting NOSS has enhanced trust between management and the 

controller’s association which has facilitated collaboration on other safety projects. 

At the time of this writing, five ATM providers have deployed NOSS with several 

more in the planning stages.  The adoption of NOSS, without any regulatory requirement 
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to do so, speaks to the perceived utility of the tool amongst the ATM providers who have 

participated in the field trials.  The information those providers have obtained have 

informed on a wide range of issues and have led to procedural changes, equipment 

modification, the creation of Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARS), airspace 

redesign, and the development of specific training modules for recurrent training.   

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

NOSS has progressed from a conceptual possibility based on the Line Operation 

Safety Audit, to a tool that is ready for full deployment within ATM environment.  The 

ICAO NOSS Manual introduced the tool and provided organizations with guidance 

material to assist in implementing a NOSS.  This dissertation explained the rationale used 

in the development of NOSS and demonstrated the credibility of the data produced by the 

tool.  Finally, ATM providers who have conducted field trials of NOSS have expanded 

the program within their organizations.  In other words, instead of conducting a limited 

number of observations within a limited portion of their operations, ATM providers are 

conducting larger-scale NOSSs in a larger number of facilities.   

In order to direct future NOSS developments, a NOSS Collaborative has been 

established.  The NOSS Collaborative will assist ATM providers in the implementation 

of NOSS and create an archive of NOSS data that can provide insight on global ATM 

operations.  Due to the maturity of NOSS, future research efforts will focus on refining 

the methodology, identifying industry-wide trends, investigating the applications of 

NOSS data, and gaining a better understanding of TEM in the ATM environment. 

Continued Refinement of the NOSS Methodology 

While this dissertation established the credibility of NOSS data, continued efforts 

will be made to make improvements to the methodology.  Future research will focus on 

the development of data collection software, which has brought many benefits to LOSA 

data collection; including increased data quality and a reduction in the amount of time 
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required making observation recordings (Klinect, 2005).  Additionally, consistent efforts 

will be made to enhance the observer training and TEM taxonomy used for data 

collection.  

Identifying Industry Wide Trends 

The data accrued in the NOSS Collaborative Archive will aide in the 

identification of industry-wide issues.  Obtaining similar trends in multiple NOSSs serves 

as validation of those issues and indicates that they may be pervasive within the larger 

ATM community.  Furthermore, the NOSS Archive will allow for the discovery of trends 

that may not materialize in any single NOSS.  More specifically, some trends may not be 

evident in any single NOSS due to limited a limited sample size, yet the increased sample 

size possible of a larger NOSS Archive may help identify these trends. 

Additionally, the NOSS Archive can provide organizations with valuable, de-

identified comparative information.  When presented with NOSS data, it can be useful for 

organizations to know where they stand in relation to other ATM providers.  For 

example, if an organization is provided with a finding that a particular type of error 

occurs in X% of observations, it may have difficulty interpreting the meaning of that 

finding.  By providing de-identified comparative information with other ATM providers, 

however, the organization can get a sense of their relative standing compared to similar 

ATM providers.  Such comparative information can help organizations interpret results, 

and can also prove to be an effective motivator to enact change. 

Organizational Use of NOSS Data 

Gaining a better understanding of how ATM providers utilize and effect safety 

change based on NOSS data could have several benefits.  First, it could lead to 

methodological and analytical improvements that aide in the application of NOSS 

findings.  Second, by knowing how organizations address weaknesses or bolster strengths 

in operations, valuable insight could be transferred to other ATM providers that could 
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lead to industry-wide learning and safety improvements.  For these reasons, efforts are 

underway to track the higher level processes NOSS providers use to develop intervention 

strategies as well as the specific interventions they employ.  It is envisioned that future 

NOSSs at these providers will be able to ascertain the effectiveness of these 

interventions.   

TEM – A Common Aviation Safety Language 

Threat and Error Management (TEM) is a widely availed framework in flight 

operations and has been well received in its applications to the ATM environment.  

Nevertheless, it is important to make more efforts to understand the intricacies of TEM 

performance in ATM.  NOSS observations, particularly the growing NOSS archive will 

be an excellent means of understanding TEM as it pertains to ATM.  Additionally, 

several ATM providers are beginning to apply TEM to their incident and event reporting 

data, which will provide another perspective on TEM performance and allow for the 

investigation of similarities and differences between normal operations and incident data.  

Having TEM-based normal operations and incident data will also assist the growing 

number of ATM providers who are developing TEM training for their controllers; this 

TEM training will further advance TEM performance understanding in the ATM 

environment. 

In the context of this particular dissertation, perhaps the most exciting application 

of TEM in the aviation community is the possibility to compare findings from LOSA and 

NOSS.  Air traffic controllers and pilots are a large source of threat to one another.  By 

using TEM as a common framework, and NOSS and LOSA as complimentary data 

sources it will be possible to gain a greater understanding of the impact that the two 

major actors in the Air Traffic System have upon one another. 
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Appendix A: Threat and Error Management (TEM) Taxonomy 

 
Threat Description Code 

THREAT CODE  

Equipment/Workspace  

1. Radios 101 

2. Telephones 102 

3. Traffic Display Event 103 

4. Radar Coverage 104 

5. Frequency Coverage 105 

6. Screen Clutter 106 

7. Unserviceable Equipment 107 

8. Data Incongruence Between ATS Systems 108 

9. Software/Equipment Issue 109 

10. False System Alarm 110 

11. Equipment Checks 111 

12. Noise 112 

13. Difficult to Access Reference Materials 113 

14. Visitors 114 

15. Poor Sight Lines 115 

16. Lighting 116 

17. Chart/Manual Error 117 

18. Windows (dirty, etc) 118 

19. Automated Handoff Failure 119 

20. Nav Aid Issue 120 

21. Flight Plan – ATS System Incongruence 121 

22. Equipment Maintenance 122 

23. Equipment Failure (Failed During Observation) 123 

Other Equip/Workspace threat 139 

Controllers – Operational  

1. Early/Late Transfer 141 

2. Non-Standard Phraseology by Other Controller 142 

3. Readback Error by Other Controller 143 

4. Communication Difficulty With Other Controller 144 
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5. Communication Channel Used by Other Controller 145 

6. Controller System Input 146 

7. Coordination Issue 147 

8. Strip Issue 148 

9. Radar-Data Controller Interaction 149 

10. ADC-SMC Interaction 150 

11. Supervisory Action 151 

12. Flight Plan Error - Controller 152 

13. Unspecified Controller Threat 153 

14. Incorrect Readback by Other Controller 154 

15. Updated information not provided 155 

16. Flight Service Issue 156 

Other Controller Op threat 169 

Controllers – Non-Operational  

1. Non-Operational Conversation 171 

Other non-op controller threat 179 

Operational Demands  

1. Procedure 181 

2. Flow Control Command 182 

3. Non-Standard Level 183 

4. Non-Duty Runway Usage 184 

5. Change in Duty Runway 185 

6. Diversions 186 

7. Priority Flight / VIP's 187 

8. Sequencing Issue 188 

9. Combined Sectors/Positions 189 

10. Transponder limitation 190 

11. Block Altitude 191 

12. RWY Unavailable 192 

13. Ground Stop 194 

Other Op Demand threat 199 

R/T Communication  

1. Pilot Readback Error 201 

2. Pilot Non-Standard Phraseology 202 

3. Pilot Language Difficulty 203 
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4. Pilot Failure to Respond to Call 204 

5. Frequency Congestion / Calls stepped On 205 

6. Blocked Frequency 206 

7. Pilot Communication Difficulty 207 

8. Pilot Use of Incorrect Call Sign 208 

9. Aircraft Answering Call for Another Aircraft 209 

10. Incorrect Readback - Pilot 210 

11. No radio contact 211 

12. Pilot Check in on wrong frequency 212 

Other R/T Comm threat 219 

Pilot/Aircraft Performance  

1. Radar identification issue 221 

2. Heading deviation 222 

3. Speed Deviation 223 

4. Altitude Deviation 224 

5. Routing Deviation 225 

6. Combo Deviations (heading, altitude, speed, etc) 226 

7. Aircraft Slow to Comply with Command 227 

8. Flight Crew Failure to Report 228 

9. Aircraft Equipment 229 

10. Rate of Climb/Descent 260 

11. Pilot Unable to Comply With Instruction 231 

12. Closing Speed / Overtake 232 

13. Aircraft Emergency 233 

14. Airline Procedure 234 

15. Non-Standard Aircraft Profile 235 

16. Runway Occupied Longer Than Expected 236 

17. Pilot Taxi Error 237 

18. Pilot SSR Code Error 238 

19. Pilot Estimate Error 240 

20. Non RVSM Aircraft in RVSM Airspace 241 

21. Other (Miscellaneous) Pilot Error 242 

22. Pilot Request 243 

23. Flight Plan Issue - Pilot 244 

24. Fuel Issue 245 
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25. Position Report Issue 246 

Other Pilot/AC performance threat 259 

Traffic – General Characteristics  

1. Traffic Mix 261 

2. Military Flights 262 

3. Parachute Activity 263 

4. Pop-Up Flight 264 

5. Formation Flight 265 

6. Survey Flight 266 

7. Training Flight 267 

8. Hot Air Balloon 268 

9. Similar Call Signs 269 

10. MET Balloon Release 270 

11. Special VFR 271 

12. Flight Check 272 

13. SAR Action 273 

14. Aerial refueling 274 

15. Unknown VFR 275 

Other traffic threat 289 

Airport Threats  

1. Ground Construction 301 

2. Runway Contamination 302 

3. Runway/Taxiway Configuration 303 

4. Poor Signage 304 

5. Taxiway Closures 305 

6. Airport Layout 306 

7. Bird Activity 307 

Other airport threats 319 

Airspace Threats  

1. Airspace Design 321 

2. Restricted Airspace 322 

3. Other Airspace threats 339 

Foreign/External ANSP’s  

1. External ATSP – Non-Standard Phraseology 341 

2. External ATSP - Readback Error 342 
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3. External ATSP – Communication Difficulty 343 
4. External ATSP – Communication Channel Used by Other 

Controller 
344 

5. External ATSP – Controller System Input 345 
6. External ATSP – Controller Distraction (Non-Operational 

Conversation) 
346 

7. External ATSP – Coordination Issue 347 

8. External ATSP – Aircraft Transfer Issue 348 

9. External ATSP – Flight Plan Error -External Controller 349 

10. Ext ATSP - Unspecified Controller Threat 350 

Other Ext. ANSP threats 359 

Adverse Weather  

1. Thunderstorms w/ Turbulence 361 

2. Turbulence (only) 362 

3. Icing 363 

4. Wind Shear 364 

5. Winds 365 

6. Visibility – meteorological 366 

7. Cloudbase 367 

8. Combination / Multiple WX Threats 368 

Other weather threats 379 

Geographical Environment  

1. Sun/Glare (natural light) 381 

2. Terrain 382 

3. Noise Abatement 383 

Other geographical threats 398 

Other Threat 399 
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Error Codes 

Error Description Code 

ERROR CODE  

Position Change Error  

1. Incomplete Position Relief Briefing 501 

2. Checklist not used 502 

3. Did not open an position when conditions dictated 503 

4. No Briefing 504 

Other Pos Change error 509 

Communication  

1. Full Readback Not Obtained 511 

2. Incorrect Readback Given 512 

3. Incomplete Readback Not Challenged 513 

4. Incorrect Readback Not Challenged 514 

5. Wrong Callsign Used 515 

6. Non-Standard Phraseology 516 

7. Missed Call 517 

8. Incomplete / Incorrect info Given During Coordination 518 

9. Did not pass information (traffic, terrain, etc) to aircraft 519 

10. Aircraft Type omitted in initial call 520 

11. Callsign Omission/Truncation 521 

12. Clipped call 522 

13. No station identification on initial contact 523 

14. Frequency change below 1000' 524 

15. Full readback not given 525 

Other Communication error 539 

Equipment/Automation  

1. Computer / Automation input error 541 

2. Incomplete / Inaccurate information display on screen 542 

3. Radar screen range selection 543 

4. Data tag information obscured 544 

5. Data tag incomplete / inaccurate information 545 

6. Communication system manipulation error 546 
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7. Aerodrome Lighting Error 547 

8. Screen Setup 548 

Other Equip/Auto error 559 

Flight Data Progress Strips  

1. Flight progress strip manipulation 561 

2. Flight progress strip marking error 562 

3. Assigned speed not noted on strip 563 

4. Combined strip writing / manipulation 564 

5. Times not written on strips 565 

6. No strip on board for an aircraft 566 

7. Flight Data Board out of sequence 567 

8. No altitude written on strip 568 

9. Coordination not indicated on strip 569 

10. Aircraft verified level, not marked on strip 570 

11. Strip not indicating required action 571 

12. Blocking strip not used (e.g. for occupied RWY) 572 

13. Strip marked too early 573 

14. Duplicate strip on board 574 

15. Old strip on board (Deadwood) 575 

16. Other FDPS Error 589 

Procedural Errors  

1. Non-Operational Conversation 590 

2. Flight plan not updated 601 

3. Did not scan TWY 602 

4. Did not monitor takeoff/landing 603 
5. Visual separation provided with aircraft that was not on 

frequency 
604 

6. Non-Standard Allocation of Duties within the controller team 605 

7. New Information Not Checked (weather, etc) 606 

8. Reasonable priority not given to emergency flight/vehicle 607 

9. Failure to act on aircraft deviation 608 

10. Estimate Error 609 

11. Inappropriate Search and rescue response 610 

12. Late Coordination 611 

13. No Coordination 612 
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14. Aircraft Transfer Error 613 

15. Failure to respond to unanswered call 614 

16. Coordination with wrong sector 615 

17. No conflict check 616 

18. No visual scan of RWY 617 

19. No / late response to alarm 618 

20. Recorded line not used 619 
21. Failure to Monitor Traffic Situation (e.g. not looking at screen 

for prolonged periods) 
620 

22. No level verification 621 

23. No Identification of aircraft 622 

24. Wake Turbulence Application 623 

25. Inappropriate Accommodation of Pilot Request 624 

26. Inappropriate Accommodation of Controller Request 625 

27. Minimum vectoring altitude issued to aircraft not on vectors 626 

28. Radar services not terminated 627 

29. Late/No Issuance of landing clearance 628 

30. Reasons for Vectoring not Given 629 

31. Did not pass information (traffic, terrain, etc) 630 

32. Incomplete / Incorrect info given during coordination 631 

33. No conflict check 632 

34. Overdue position issue 633 

Other Procedural error 639 

Aircraft Instruction  

1. Incorrect information passed to aircraft 641 

2. Incorrect frequency issued 642 

3. Late descent 643 

4. Late change 644 

5. Altitude Instruction Error 645 

6. Speed Instruction Error 646 

7. Transponder/Altimeter instruction error 647 

8. Heading Instruction Error 648 

9. Hold Instruction Error 649 

10. Clearance Instruction Error 650 

11. Taxi Instruction Error 651 
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Other AC Instruction error 659 
 

Undesired State Codes 

US Description Code 

Status/Position of Traffic  

1. Unauthorized provision of services 901 

2. Lack of separation assurance 902 

3. Uncoordinated movements in another controller’s airspace 903 
4. Aircraft climbing/descending to different altitude/level than 

coordinated 
904 

5. Aircraft at other altitude/level than coordinated 905 

6. Aircraft at other heading/track than coordinated 906 

7. Aircraft at other speed than coordinated 907 
8. Aircraft taxiing towards runway without instruction to hold short 

or clearance to enter/cross the runway 908 

9. Aircraft not in contact with ATC 909 

10. Two (or more) users cleared to occupy a runway at the same time 910 
11. Two (or more) aircraft cleared to the same point in space (3D) at 

the same time 911 

12. Restricted airspace not protected 912 

13. Lack of separation assurance – Taxiways 913 

14. Very late issuance of landing clearance 914 

15. Aircraft not protected from wake turbulence 915 

16. Aircraft taxiing to point other than instructed 916 

17. Airspace penetration 917 

18. Aircraft not in possession of important information 918 

19. Expired SAR time not investigated 919 

20. Aircraft provided incorrect information 920 

21. Separation Standards being applied based on faulty data 921 

22. New controller unsure of traffic intention/status 922 

Other Traffic US 939 

Status/Setup of Control Position  

1. Inaccurate representation of traffic 941 

2. Traffic Display not being monitored for prolonged period of time 942 

3. Frequency not being monitored 943 

4. Faulty equipment being used 944 
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US Description Code 

5. Entire airspace not displayed 945 

Other Control Pos US 959 
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Appendix B: Sample NOSS Observation Form 
 

 

Observer Information 

Observer ID   
How many times have 
you observed this 
specialty? 

 

Overall, how many observations have 
you conducted? 

 

 
Observation Demographics 
Group   Sector(s)  

Observation 
Start Time 
(HH:MM) UTC 

 End Time (HH:MM) 
UTC  

 
What other positions within the specialty were staffed during 
this observation? 

Positions

 

 
 

Traffic Picture as the Observation Begins 
 

Narrative 
Your Narrative should provide a context.  Describe the traffic picture as you begin your observation.  
Are pieces of equipment unserviceable?  Is weather impacting the traffic scenario?  This description 
should provide a snapshot of the traffic flow and complexity.   
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The Story of the Observation 

Narrative 

Your Narrative should provide a context.  Describe how the traffic flow changes during the course of 
the observation.  What challenges had to be met?  How did the controller/team manage threats, errors, 
and undesired states?  How did the team/controller interact with: a) pilots b) other controllers c) their 
equipment?  What did the team / controller do well?  What did the team / controller do poorly?  Also, 
be sure to justify your countermeasure markers. 
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Position Relief  

Narrative 
Your narrative should provide a context.  How did the controller prepare for the handover?  Did the 
controller stay around the vicinity after unplugging?  Were pertinent materials reviewed prior to 
handover?  Were relevant issues covered in the brief?  How did the controller get adjusted to the traffic 
situation?  Also, be sure to justify your countermeasure markers. 

Briefing #1 
Briefing Time 
Stamp 

  

 

Briefing #2 
Briefing Time 
Stamp 

  

 

 
Pilot Requests 

 
How many pilot requests were noted during the observation? __________ 

 
What did these requests pertain to (example: altitude changes, direct routing, non-duty RWY’s, etc)?  Were particular 
airlines more likely to make requests?  How did the controller typically respond to these requests?   

 

 
Best Practices 

Did you observe anything that the controller did particularly well during this observation?

 

 
Overall Impressions 

Use this section to provide an overall impression of what you observed and to raise issues that you consider the data 
cleaning team should consider. For example a threat or error that does not have an appropriate code. 
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Threat Management Worksheet 
Threat Description Threat Management

T 
ID 

Describe the threat 
Threat code 

(See 
codebook) 

Time 
Stamp 

(HH:MM) 
UTC 

Link to Position 
Relief or opening / 

closing of 
position? 

1 No link 
2 Position Relief 

3 Opening 
4 Closing

Threat 
Outcome 

1 
Inconsequential 
2 Linked to Error 

 

How did ATCO manage the threat? 

T1       

T2       

T3       

T4       

T5       

T6       

Threat Codes: See the NOSS Codebook for Threat Codes
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Error Management Worksheet 
Error Description Error Outcome Error Management

E 
ID Describe the controller error 

Error 
Code 
(See 

Code-
book) 

Time 
Stamp 
HH:MM 

UTC 

Link to 
Position 
Relief or 
opening / 
closing of 
position? 

1 No link 
2 Position Relief 

3 Opening 
4 Closing 

Link to 
threat? 
(if yes, 
enter 
threat 

ID) 

Who detected 
error? 
1 Nobody 
2 Radar 

3 Flight Data 
4 Supervisor 

5 Controller outside of 
sector 
6 Pilot 

7 Automated systems  
8 Other  

 

Error 
Outcome 

1 
Inconsequent

ial 
2 Additional 

Error  
3 Undesired 

State  

How did ATCO manage the 
error? 

E1         

E2         

E3         

E4         
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Undesired State Management Worksheet 

Undesired State Description 
Undesired State response / 

outcome 
Undesired State 

Management 

US 
ID 

Describe the US US Code Error Link 
Time Stamp 
HH:MM UTC 

Who detected 
US? 

1 Nobody 
2 Radar 

3 Flight Data 
4 Supervisor 

5 Controller outside of 
Sector 
6 Pilot 

7 Automated systems  
8 Other  

US Outcome 
1 Inconsequential 
2 Additional Error 

How was the undesired 
state managed? 

US 
1        

US 
2        

US 
3        
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